
Perfect WD 1171 

Chapter 1171 - Young Supreme Being 

Lu Tuo, Wang Xi, and Xuan Kun walked over together. Even Ten Crown King, Princess Yao Yue, and the 

others moved, pressing forward. They all had their suspicions, wishing to verify who exactly Shi Hao was. 

How could those who cultivated three strands of immortal energy be nameless? They would definitely 

leave behind their unique reputation in the Nine Heavens Ten Earths. They would find out with just a 

simple test. 

Unless he came from Sacred Academy, Immortal Academy, those old freaks’ descendant, or their 

disciple, secluded from the rest of the world, only then could they maintain their secrecy, not being 

known to the public. 

“Sure! Who wants to fight against me? Or are you all going to come up together?” Shi Hao looked at 

everyone, not minding this situation or showing any fear. Using his true self to fight against everyone as 

matters stood wasn’t a big deal.” 

Mo Dao stood at his side, also facing these people, not backing up. 

On the stone furnace, the atmosphere immediately became extremely tense. The young supreme beings 

were going to exchange blows, this was definitely an extremely serious matter! 

The others all backed up, holding their breaths, not daring to join in. Even though there was no one 

guarding the furnace opening now, there was still no one who dared rush in. 

They all knew that before these young supreme beings determined victory and defeat, no one could try 

to do anything. Otherwise, they would definitely suffer the joint attacks of experts who cultivated three 

strands of immortal energy. 

Who could resist this type of power? They would be beaten up immediately! 

“Heh, dao brother’s style really is something, still so cheerful when facing the joint attacks of supreme 

beings, truly admirable. I, Lu Tuo, wish to have a try.” Lu Tuo said. 

Everyone was shocked. This was one of Heavenly Deity Institution’s most powerful experts. Was he 

going to make his move? 

Lu Tuo wasn’t that tall and big. Where he stood, chaotic energy covered his entire body, green hair 

scattered down. His voice sounded like a golden bell, shaking up many people until they couldn’t stand 

stably, about to fall onto the ground. 

Just these words alone were like lightning, making everyone’s blood and qi surge, impossible to contend 

against. 

“Pass this trial first!” Mo Dao stood out, blocking in front of Shi Hao. 

Everyone frowned. Regardless, these were all young supreme beings who cultivated three strands of 

immortal energy. Even though he was a servant, no one dared to look down on his strength. 



In reality, as for how strong Mo Dao really was, no one had truly witnessed it. It was because when he 

faced Shi Hao, he didn’t display three strands of immortal energy. 

“Brother, are you not willing to fight against me?” Lu Tuo looked towards Shi Hao, not replying to Mo 

Dao. He truly wished to fight against Shi Hao, personally experience his strength. 

The corners of Shi Hao’s lips tilted up slightly, revealing a smile. He didn’t say anything. Mo Dao already 

walked forward, arriving at the center of this place. With a qiang sound, a golden war spear appeared in 

his left hand, in his right a Dragon Snake shaped blade. 

Just how many weapons did he have that were great treasures?! 

Everyone became silent. They all saw Mo Dao’s resolution. Three strands of immortal energy surged, 

three great dao flowers emerged above his head, his heavenly deity exceptional fighting strength fully 

displayed! 

Even Shi Hao’s eyes were deep, within his eyes a mysterious brilliance. In his eyes, Mo Dao was difficult 

to deal with, at the peak of the heavenly deity level with three great dao flowers, possessing unmatched 

power. 

He already knew that Mo Dao still had an older sister who was rumored to be even more frightening 

than Mo Dao, someone who even undying beings and foreign Emperor Clans felt admiration towards, 

truly hard to say how strong she was. 

Lu Tuo nodded, and then said, “Fine, since it is like this, then I will first have a taste of the other world’s 

methods, see just what areas of differences there are. This can also be considered a type of preparation 

against the impending great chaos.” 

Peng! 

The void erupted. The instant Lu Tuo nodded, he already moved, a large tree bathed in chaotic energy 

suspended above his head, the leaves and branches luxuriant. This was produced by immortal energy, 

and right now, it quickly rushed over murderously. 

Before it, space itself was like a broken painting, directly torn open. He immediately clashed with Mo 

Dao, erupting with astonishing immortal light. 

This was a confrontation at the peak, six waves of immortal energy colliding! 

“Formidable, Lu Tuo is astonishing after all, immortal energy able to produce three great dao flowers, 

even condensing into a tree, truly astonishing!” Everyone sighed in admiration. 

Even Yao Yue, Xuan Kun, and the others’ expressions changed. 

The two fought intensely, like a struggle between True Dragons, a battle between Flame Phoenixes, 

exceptionally intense. In that instant, primal chaos erupted, filling the entrance of the stone furnace. 

Their methods were shocking, making all of the cultivators shudder inwardly. It was as if two primordial 

supreme gods were fighting during the opening of the world, about to destroy earth, fire, wind, and 

water. 



On the mountain, there wasn’t just one young supreme being. Right now, forget about Wang Xi, Xuan 

Kun, and the others, even Ten Crown King and Princess Yao Yue looked over, their eyes full of 

expressions of shock. A wave of intimidating pressure filled this place. 

“I wish to exchange pointers with you.” Xuan Kun said. 

Shi Hao looked at him, and then looked at the other side. He actually had exchanged blows with these 

individuals on the Immortal Battlefield before, just that he had a different face on back then. 

“Dao brother, how about I give it a try?” Wang Xi said, her clothes fluttering about, white shoes white 

socks, incredibly pure and aloof. Her pitch black beautiful hair flew about in the wind, eyes carrying an 

enchanting radiance. 

Everyone revealed a strange expression. They all knew what was going on. 

After they came back from Immortal Battlefield, the Wang Family’s people were too arrogant, not acting 

all that friendly towards Shi Hao. All because they forcefully placed their clan’s diamond band on his 

head, a few people believed that he was already taken as a servant, in the end provoking his powerful 

backlash. 

It could be said that in that confrontation, the Wang Family lost all face, even Wang Xi herself had some 

rumors about her going about. 

Right now, she wanted to take action against this youth, drawing eyes. Everyone couldn’t help but think 

different thoughts. 

“Who exactly are you?” Wang Xi’s red lips were bright, her large intelligent eyes blinked. She looked at 

the youth in front of her, expressing a bit of dissatisfaction. 

“Didn’t you view me as a dao friend? Of course, your family’s people didn’t think that way.” Shi Hao 

responded. 

“I am asking you where you came from. Who exactly are you?” Wang Xi moved her black hair from her 

sparkling white forehead, her eyes clear as she looked at him. 

“Is this important?” Shi Hao asked. n𝗼𝐯𝗲)𝐥𝒷/1n 

“Of course. You’ve made my clansmen look quite bad.” Wang Xi said. 

“Why aren’t you saying that they made me look bad first? Since you made this choice, then I don’t have 

anything else to say. Come and fight then, everything will be clear then.” Shi Hao calmly replied. 

“Is that so? You are quite confident. I want to see just where you arrogance comes from!” Wang Xi said. 

She felt a different type of emotion inside, not quite the same as her usual quiet and indifferent nature. 

“I believe I’ve never offended you. When you were seriously injured in Immortal Battlefield, I even 

protected you. Are we going to decide life and death here and now?” Shi Hao coldly said. 

“You were harboring secret motives, hiding by my side, and later on humiliated my name.” Wang Xi 

coldly said, pressing forward, her expression a bit complex. 



When Shi Hao heard this, he immediately laughed, “Isn’t it nothing more than cultivating together? 

What is the big deal? You already cleared things up, what is there to still be worried over?” 

“You... come over and fight!” Wang Xi was humiliated and angry. She stepped out. Silver lotuses 

descended from the skies one after another, sweet fragrance wafting out as she rushed murderously at 

Shi Hao. 

She knew that the clan had arranged an engagement for her, and soon after, she would be married to 

that exceptional heavenly talent in Sacred Academy. She didn’t want there to be any dark rumors at this 

time. 

“Be careful not to be captured by me, or else it’ll be much more troublesome.” Shi Hao said. 

Chi! 

Wang Xi raised her hands, flower petals filling the skies, each one sparkling and swirling with chaotic 

energy, more powerful than precious artifacts as they sliced towards Shi Hao. Every single lotus flower 

was like a sharp blade, blasting the skies full of holes. 

Shi Hao reached out a finger, and then green blades flew out. Those were willow leaves, green and lush, 

as if they were carved from jade. They pierced through the void, facing those flower petals. 

“Fresh flowers need green leaves[1] to accompany them.” Shi Hao roared with laughter, teasing her. 

The green leaves and silver flowers smashed into each other, producing a great quaking here. The entire 

furnace was shaking about, blasting this place until the furnace released waves of auspicious energy and 

immortal energy. 

Chi! 

A black-colored immortal sword appeared in Wang Xi’s hands, sparkling and translucent. It was originally 

a pitch-black sword, yet soon after, it released bright and multicolored radiance, becoming extremely 

gorgeous. 

Everyone sucked in a cold breath of air. This was definitely a formidable secret treasure. Just the 

appearance alone made everyone’s bodies and minds tremble. 

There was always a rumor that the Wang Family had always been collecting Immortal Gold, wishing to 

create an unmatched magical artifact. As a long life family, after endless time passed, they already 

gathered enough with even a bit of surplus. These items were granted to the clan’s most important 

people. 

It was easy to see that Wang Xi was one of those people. This sword of hers contained some Immortal 

Gold, or else how could it be so magical? 

“Darkness Immortal Gold!” The corners of Shi Hao’s lips tilted upwards, immediately seeing that it was 

unordinary. 

Only, he didn’t mind too much. If he had to, he would directly produce the Everlasting Immortal Sword 

to destroy the other party’s sword, absorb its essence. 



Hong! 

Shi Hao took the initiative. When he raised his hand, a large earthen hand appeared in the void. This was 

the embodiment of a divine ability, the condensation of a magical projection. 

He didn’t feel any misgivings. The great hand covered the heavenly dome, grabbing towards Wang Xi, 

wishing to trap her wonderful body inside! 

Chapter 1172 - Chaos Calming Art 

“... Sever!” 

Wang Xi released a light shout. Her spotlessly white jade-like arms’ delicate hands held the sword, and 

when brandished, large amounts of hazy splendor was released. The black sword body in her hands 

hacked apart the void, hacking towards that large hand. 

The large earthen hand didn’t move out of the way, still descending, but there were new changes. 

Lightning rumbled about, and then it was as if long rivers roiled, crashing downwards. 

It was originally formed from light and mists, but now, it was formed from interweaving lightning, only, 

this large hand didn’t fear the sword core formed from Immortal Gold. Even if it was hacked apart, it still 

released radiance. 

Hong! 

Lightning crashed down, the noise deafening, making the entire stone furnace start to violently shake. 

Wang Xi’s expression changed. She displayed precious techniques, making her body merge with the 

void, doing everything she could to prevent the lightning from touching her. 

The stellar streams were brilliant. Stars appeared in the lightning one after another, these stars spheres 

of lightning. They gathered into a lightning stellar stream, ka cha sounds crackling about, shocking to the 

extreme. 

In the distance, everyone was horrified. That hand was too large, covering the heavenly dome. 

Meanwhile, the palm and fingers actually had cosmos stellar streams swirling about, covering the sky as 

they poured down. 

“This...” Even Princess Yao Yue was shocked. To operate lightning to this level, raising it to the limit of 

precious techniques, it really was world-shaking, making one’s heart tremble. 

“Sky Shattering Style!” Wang Xi shouted. She was originally quiet and aloof, but now, she was surging 

with heroic spirit. She brandished the Darkness Immortal Gold sword in her hands, displaying an ancient 

sword sword style, facing the stellar streams and lightning in the sky. 

Kacha! 

The heavens shattered, lightning radiance fired out in thousands and tens of thousands of streaks, 

drowning out this place. That large hand was hacked apart. However, the countless spheres of lightning 

were incomparably enormous, like volcanoes that dropped from the sky, continuously erupting. 



That white-clothed woman in the middle of it all was tangled within electricity, blasted by the lightning, 

however, her sword core possessed a strange type of magic power, continuously eliminating the 

surrounding lightning radiance. 

Dang! 

Suddenly, the Darkness Immortal Gold sword shook violently, a strange electrical arc still moving into 

Wang Xi’s body through the sword. 

The metal sword core conducted electricity to begin with, so even if she had great magical force, the 

moment would still come when she was careless. As a result, Shi Hao deliberately released a bit of 

terrifying electrical radiance. 

With a peng sound, Wang Xi withdrew, her body staggering. Fortunately, her injuries weren’t too 

serious, not coughing out blood and others. 

“Chaos Calming Art!” 

Wang Xi’s eyes carried anger, becoming completely different from before, now like a queen. These 

changes left everyone shocked, as if one went from the pure and aloof to heroic and domineering, then 

to the great power of a king, the changes were too great! 

The three words ‘Chaos Calming Art’ crashed down on everyone’s minds like muffled thunder, making 

some of their expressions change, mouths crying out involuntarily. Wang Xi even cultivated the clan 

protecting precious technique? 

This type of divine ability was different from normal divine abilities, it wasn’t something you could just 

immediately cultivate. The harsh requirements made it so that many generations of descendents 

couldn’t cultivate it, unable to display it. 

This was especially true for more recent times, one could completely forget about the chance to even 

cultivate it! 

It was rumored that thirteen generations of the Wang Family failed, not a single one succeeding, so one 

could see how difficult it was. This wasn’t thirteen people, but thirteen generations! 

Chaos Calming Art reappeared in this world. That black sword moved, firing sky-reaching sword 

radiance. Meanwhile, that sword radiance began to form a humanoid figure, quelling all disorder under 

the sky. 

That type of scene was too frightening. Vicious beasts in all directions roared, their cries tearing through 

the great wastelands. Divine birds spread their wings, splitting the heavenly dome. 

Meanwhile, a humanoid figure calmed the heavens above and earth below with a single sword, cutting 

down the vicious beasts and erasing the divine birds, the power unstoppable, beyond compare. 

In reality, the power of this divine art wasn’t directed at itself. Regardless of whether it was that 

humanoid figure or the divine birds and vicious beasts, the power they erupted with was all aimed at Shi 

Hao. 

Dong! 



Heaven and earth erupted with power, Shi Hao displayed the Kun Peng true meanings, one arm black 

one gold, his left hand golden up to his palms and fingers, right hand pitch-black like ink. 

The Kun Peng true meaning contained the Yin Yang transformation dao, the world’s most simple and 

unadorned natural law. All things were interconnected, carrying yin and yang, all spirits multiplying and 

born from yin and yang. 

Right now, when Shi Hao’s black right fist brandished about, a black ocean wave struck the skies, great 

yin energies pervading the air. A Kun Fish that was who knew how many li long appeared, incomparably 

enormous as it moved through the vast sea. 

When his golden left fist brandished about, the massive Kun Fish rose from the sea, turning into a 

golden Peng, releasing great yang energy. 

From Kun to Peng, this was the transformation of yin and yang, containing the world’s most 

fundamental powerful, naturally terrifying beyond belief! 

Shi Hao’s hands formed an imprint, the black and golden beams of light overflowing as they were 

released. Yin and yang rotated, immediately crushing heaven and earth, making the skies collapse! 

Peng! 

This wave of power was too strong, making Wang Xi move backwards. Even though she used the Chaos 

Calming Art, she still couldn’t seize the advantage. 

If it was in the past, when the Chaos Calming Art appeared, all enemies would be suppressed, not much 

power able to stop it! 

“Kun Peng Technique!” 

“He is...” Everyone was shocked. They never expected to see this type of matchless precious technique 

here, moreover evolved to such an extreme state, raised to the peak. 

Dang! 

Shi Hao brandished his fist, colliding with the Darkness Immortal Gold sword. Metallic sounds rang out. 

“En?” 

Wang Xi was shocked, the Immortal Gold sword core actually didn’t injure Shi Hao’s fist. His arms carried 

Yin and Yang transformations, continuously changing, altering from nothing to real, real to nothing, 

weapons unable to injure him. 

“Chaos Calming Art!” 

Wang Xi released a light shout again. Multicolored light was released in ten thousand streaks, auspicious 

brilliance in thousands of strands. A human figure appeared, producing multicolored light and 

ascending, bringing with it unimaginable, heaven overflowing power. 

The result of these transformations left even Shi Hao shocked, simply a force that called upon the 

immortal dao. Hazy immortal energy swirled about incomparably terrifying, absolutely unstoppable. 



Shi Hao produced the Kun Peng imprint in midair, continuously smashing downwards. An intense battle 

was carried out between the two, continuously fighting this great battle. n𝓞𝐕ℯ-𝑙𝒷(1n 

Soon after, they rushed together like two streaks of lightning, tangling about each other. They 

slaughtered from the heavens above to the earth below, and then back to the stone furnace, the battle 

extremely intense. 

Peng! 

“The Chaos Calming Art is indeed frightening, worthy of being one of the most powerful sword arts since 

ancient times. I never expected her to have actually refined it! She didn’t even use it when she was 

fighting against us in Immortal Battlefield last time, hiding it so well!” Princess Yao Yue said. 

“She might not have successfully cultivated it yet at that time, only making some breakthrough in recent 

days, and that is why she wanted to fight a great decisive battle here.” Xuan Kun said. 

“The Chaos Calming Art really is something, seizing the natural luck of heaven and earth, a heavenly art 

formed from precious techniques!” Ten Crown King said with a sigh. 

There was also a Chaos Calming Art in the outside world, but it couldn’t even be mentioned in the same 

breath as the Wang Family’s. This was the ultimate profound mystery, an unmatched great method. 

Everything that was circulated outside was damaged. 

At the same time, everyone was watching Shi Hao. He actually knew the Kun Peng method! Now, in the 

Nine Heavens Ten Earths, there were no more than four who knew this method! 

“Could it be him?!” Ten Crown King’s eyes flickered. 

Wasn’t he captured by Yuan Qing, banished to Origin Ancient Mine, dying inside?” Princess Yao Yue’s 

eyes shone brightly, releasing extraordinary splendor. 

At this moment, many people thought of that youth from the lower realm. Their minds were all shaken. 

Did he actually not die? 

Everyone was waiting. Everything was going to be confirmed soon! 

Qing Yi found it difficult to calm down. Was it that person after all, not dying? This could be considered 

the return of a king, a reappearance in this world! 

In the battlefield, the two fought a great battle, this battle becoming more and more astonishing. Shi 

Hao formed fist imprints, blasting the nine heavens, shaking up the nine underworlds. At times, the 

great yang spiritual essence roiled, and sometimes, the great yin’s dark mists surged, making him look 

like both a god and a devil. 

Shi Hao couldn’t help but sigh. The Chaos Calming Art was exceptional, too astonishing, its might 

immeasurable. 

He knew that his current Kun Peng Technique had already been raised to its peak, just like what was 

recorded in ancient texts. When a type of divine ability was raised to its peak, transcending above, then 

it could stop heavenly arts, break through all tribulations. 



Right now, the two of them used precious techniques, but it was already equivalent to a clash between 

heavenly arts! 

Wang Xi released a cry. Chaos Calming Art released unendingly, and then she displayed another type of 

ancient heavenly art. It rumbled about, its profound mysteries shaking past and present, endless 

murderous light surged, covering Shi Hao’s area. 

“Six Dao Reincarnations!” 

Shi Hao shouted, his hands continuously forming imprints, activating the ancient heavenly art he 

grasped, immediately leaving everyone here stunned. 

“Supreme Hall’s unmatched heavenly art, it has appeared on his body!” Someone cried out. 

Regardless of whether it was Wang Xi who was fighting, or the not too far off Princess Yao Yue, Xuan 

Kun, and others, they were all shocked, their expressions changing on the spot. 

Even Lu Tuo who was fighting against Mo Dao in the distance was greatly shaken up. 

After the heavenly arts clashed, everything became still. 

The two both withdrew. However, at this moment, golden willow branches appeared one after another, 

silent as they quickly extended, covering Wang Xi. 

They suddenly extended from the void, extremely abrupt. 

Wang Xi moved her sword core, wishing to cut them apart, but things didn’t go as she had expected. The 

golden willow branches were too sturdy, some covering her body, immediately binding around her. 

“Break for me!” Wang Xi shouted. Her entire body burned, divine force erupting, wishing to break the 

branches. The Darkness Immortal Gold sword core also moved in her hands, wishing to cut through all of 

the willow branches. 

“You can’t break them.” Shi Hao said. Symbols appeared on those branches one after another, wrapping 

tighter and tighter, binding Wang Xi in place, imprisoning her in the void. 

Everyone was stupefied. Wang Xi was captured? Were they hallucinating? 

Chapter 1173 - Capturing Fairy 

The golden willow branches released metal colliding sounds. These willow leaves, these willow branches 

were actually like chains, having a metallic feel as they winded about Wang Xi’s body, wrapping around 

her tightly. 

“Break!” Wang Xi released a light shout. All of her beautiful hair flew about, her tall and slender body 

struggling intensely. The Darkness Immortal Gold sword in her hand brandished about, producing string 

after string of sparks. 

She wanted to break through the restrictions, cut apart these golden divine chains, but these willow 

branches instead became tighter and tighter, tough and unbreaking. 



Even though the Darkness Immortal Gold sword was sharp, cutting through a few, the others quickly 

filled in the spaces. These golden willow branches had a type of powerful life force. 

“Wang Xi was captured!” Everyone cried out in alarm, and then they were stupefied, all of them not 

knowing what to say. 

This left everyone feeling shocked. That was but a long life family’s young miss, a fairy who cultivated 

three strands of immortal energy, stunning and exceptional, fighting strength unmatched, yet today, she 

was captured like this. 

Hong! 

An expanse of Li Flames surged. Wang Xi burst into flames, releasing light flames from every inch of her 

snow-white skin, burning willow branches one after another. 

Soon afterwards, she was submerged in fiery light. 

At this moment, Shi Hao had long turned into a streak of light, rushing over, quickly taking action to 

capture her. 

Chi! 

Wang Xi wasn’t an ordinary person. Even though her flesh was temporarily bound, she could still move. 

She tore apart the void, moving out, wishing to escape from this place. 

Right now, her right arm was also wrapped around, the Darkness Immortal Sword left her hand, cutting 

at the divine chains of order around her body under her primordial spirit’s control, at the same time 

resisting the powerful enemy behind her. 

However, this still couldn’t stop Shi Hao’s steps. After all, she was restricted, her combat strength 

diminished. 

Hong! 

In the next moment, ten figures appeared around Wang Xi’s surroundings, all of them her spiritual 

bodies. They all rushed murderously at Shi Hao, these bodies including a Vermilion Bird, Golden Crow, 

Nine-Headed Snake, and all types of powerful divine birds and vicious beasts. Of course, there were 

humanoid creatures as well, but they were all spiritual bodies that were nursed within heavenly 

passages. Right now, they worked together to attack Shi Hao. 

“Wang Xi was forced to this extent, starting to use her spiritual bodies, truly having no other way!” 

“I never expected the female heavenly talent would be suppressed by someone who had previously 

followed her, about to become a captive, this really leaves one speechless!” 

Everyone knew that these spiritual bodies couldn’t change the situation because the other party had 

spiritual bodies too. This meant that Wang Xi was already desperate. 

Everyone sighed. This was probably the first time this heaven’s pride woman was ever captured, right? 

Shi Hao laughed. His body moved, but he didn’t produce ten heavenly passages like the others, but 

rather a hazy sphere of light. However, many creatures rushed out from within. 



“Kun Peng?!” A few people cried out in alarmed. 

“Human shaped lightning?” 

“A willow tree?!” 

Shouts of alarm sounded again and again, everyone’s eyes widened. 

Even though they long had their speculations, seeing the youth display the Kun Peng technique, and 

then even mysteriously activating the Willow Deity’s precious technique, already guessing at his identity, 

this was now a type of confirmation. 

It was because as Shi Hao sent out his spiritual bodies, all of this combined with the precious techniques 

he excelled in, everything was exposed, revealing who he really was! 

Hong! 

The heavens collapsed and earth ruptured, ghosts wept and deities howled. Shi Hao’s spiritual bodies 

moved out together to face the other party’s ten great spiritual bodies, fighting intensely, carrying out a 

great massacre. 

It was clear that the undisguised Shi Hao was powerful, incomparable, every single spiritual body 

grasping a world shocking great divine ability. Now, they were all overlaid together, the power 

incomparable. 

This place erupted with chaos! 

“He is Huang! He actually didn’t die, arrived in our Heavenly Deity Institution!” 

“Didn’t Yuan Qing take action, sending him to Origin Ancient Mine? It was rumored that he already died 

in the mines, why is he appearing here again?” 

“Heavens, turns out he is Huang, that youth from the lower realm named Shi Hao! Finally obtained 

proof! Didn’t I say before? How could a young supreme being appear mysteriously from nowhere?!” 

A loud commotion immediately sounded, these people excited and stirred up, watching the battle 

fervently. 

Wang Xi was about to be captured. Everyone sighed. This was an absolutely terrible thing for the Wang 

Family. One had to understand that this was the clan’s most stunning disciple, someone who cultivated 

three strands of immortal energy! 

Moreover, this youth had previously offended them, making them feel humiliation, putting them in an 

awkward situation. Meanwhile, previously, there were even more strange rumors around Wang Xi. 

Being captured by this young man, for Wang Xi, for the long life family, definitely wouldn’t be anything 

good! 

Peng! 

The battle in the void was intense. A few figures were blasted flying. Wang Xi’s two spiritual bodies 

suffered serious injuries. The conclusion everyone was expecting was about to happen. 



Suddenly, an unspeakable pressure immediately surrounded everyone’s minds, including Shi Hao. He 

cried out ‘not good’ inwardly, quickly withdrawing. 

A streak of exceptional sword radiance fired out from the space between Wang Xi’s brows. It was too 

fast, releasing blinding radiance as it flickered about, directly hacking down towards Shi Hao! 

“What is that?” 

“Did Wang Xi’s primordial spirit leave her body?” 

“Heavens, how can this sword energy be this frightening, it is a bit more frightening than even the Chaos 

Calming Art! How did she refine this?” 

Many people cried out in alarm. Right now, Wang Xi’s physical body didn’t move, but between her 

brows was a divine rainbow that left her body, too fast, wishing to kill Shi Hao. 

Only a few people could see that this was Wang Xi’s primordial spirit leaving the body, a small female 

infant that was the same as herself. It was the size of a fist, carrying a finger length small black sword. 

Endless light erupted as she rushed at Shi Hao. 

This type of scene was extremely strange! 

It was because that small figure, despite being a primordial spirit, didn’t flow with primordial spirit force, 

but rather sword energy. The sword energy was like a sword constellation, revolving around her body. 

How could primordial spirit force be turned into sword energy, turned into an unmatched sword 

constellation? 

Everyone cried out in horror, every one of them shivering inwardly. 

“This isn’t the Chaos Calming Art, but it is even stronger! What kind of sword intent is this?” 

“Wrong, this is the Chaos Calming Art, moreover refined to the most profound state, turning the 

primordial spirit into a sword core! 

“Heavens! How did this girl refine it? This is too frightening! Did you all see the little black sword in her 

hands? It is like the Darkness Immortal Gold, unstoppable. It is refined from primordial spirit! If the 

female infant disappears, the primordial spirit turns completely into a sword core, it would become 

unrivaled, reaching an unmatched realm!” 

Everyone was shocked. Turning the primordial spirit into a sword core, this was something that rarely 

happened since ancient times. Especially at her age, it was completely unheard of. This really was 

unprecedented. 

Shi Hao’s fine hairs stood on end. He felt a type of killing intent. When that primordial spirit rushed over, 

it was incredibly domineering, able to cut down gods and devils, unstoppable, too terrifying! 

If it wasn’t for him evading quickly, he would have been directly pierced through! 

He really never saw a sword constellation like this, hacking down from the void, destroying all things. 

The most important thing was that she was too fast, difficult to evade. 



If not for him not holding anything back, using the Kun Peng method, immediately moving the divine 

wings to quickly evade, then just now, he would have his head removed by the primordial spirit sword 

core. 

This was too shocking! 

Shi Hao began to move about, leaving behind afterimages one after another. 

A black afterimaged moved past, fast to the point where it was difficult for even the Heavenly Eyes to 

capture. This was the Chaos Calming Art’s primordial sword core, killing in a virtually undetectable 

manner, impossible to defend effectively against. 

Dang! 

Sparks flew in all directions, the noise ear-splitting. 

At the same time, Shi Hao stopped, no longer evading. 

“Finished, the Chaos Calming Art’s sword core’s speed is inconceivable. If he stops now, then there’s no 

way to evade. Once one goes on the defensive, they will be killed!” Someone said with a sigh. 

“The Chaos Calming Art is simply unfathomable!” A few people agreed. 

Dang! 

They clashed again. Shi Hao was now angry. He formed fist imprints, clashing with that primal chaos 

sword core, causing sparks to fly in all directions. 

“What? What kind of fist imprint is he using? It can actually keep up with Wang Xi’s speed, able to shake 

up Chaos Calming Art’s primordial spirit core?”Many people cried out in alarm. 

One had to understand that the primordial spirit core exceeded one’s imaginations. Once it was 

activated, it could basically defeat all enemies at the same level. 

“He merged the Kun Peng Technique with many other profound mysteries, using the most direct type of 

combat instincts to fight, relying on his intuition to stop the Chaos Calming Art’s primordial sword core!” 

Everyone trembled inwardly, that type of speed was too fast. n𝓞𝐕ℯ-𝑙𝒷(1n 

Now, they already couldn’t see Wang Xi’s primordial spirit sword core. Even if they activated their 

Heavenly Eyes, they could still only see some afterimages, unable to see their real bodies. 

The expressions Princess Yao Yue and the others had long changed. The current Wang Xi was 

undoubtedly frightening. Just how many people could match her current strength?! 

Hong! 

Suddenly, Shi Hao’s entire body shone, the supreme being blood inside of him activating, instantly 

displaying three types of precious techniques! 

Heaven Calamity Light, Reincarnation, as well as a third unknown divine ability that could support the 

two divine abilities were activated, making the first two more powerful made the divine force his body 



erupted with even more frightening. Right now, three types of precious technique symbols were moving 

about within the blood in his body, overlaying, making him erupt with the most dazzling light! 

In that instant, endless light appeared, rushing out from his body, submerging this earth. The overlaying 

precious techniques were everywhere, engulfing all directions. 

Chapter 1174 - Meeting As True Self 

A cry of alarm sounded. That sword core was stopped, the small black sword the female infant carried 

growing dim, leaving her shocked. 

The primordial spirit sword was unstoppable, so how could it be damaged? Wang Xi was confused, 

starting to panic a bit. 

Shi Hao was even more shocked. If it was an ordinary person, they would have long begun to age, how 

could they resist the power of reincarnation? This was especially the case after the third type of precious 

technique was added, the power flourishing even greater, profound meaning becoming more complex. 

However, Wang Xi’s primordial spirit didn’t age, only the small black sword becoming damaged. 

Wang Xi didn’t dare face this attack, quickly flying back to her physical body, not willing to take risks. It 

was because her primordial spirit hadn’t fully merged with the sword core, not achieving the state of all 

methods immunity, sturdy and unbreaking degree. If she delayed any longer, she might suffer a disaster. 

Only after it underwent a great change, the female infant changing, her primordial spirit fully becoming 

a sword core would she have reached an unmatched state. When that time came, she couldn’t care less 

what type of method the other party used, she would just directly cut them down! 

Honglonglong! 

A rain of light danced about, sweeping through this place. Heaven’s light, Reincarnation, and the third 

technique activated together, the energy devouring mountains and rivers, slaughtering their way over to 

Wang Xi, sweeping through her primordial spirit, making it dim quite a bit. 

Dang! 

The female infant brandished the sword. The small black sword immediately cracked, and then began to 

break down under Shi Hao’s three types of symbols, a piece breaking off. 

Her primordial spirit suffered damage, but it was because of this that she was able to struggle free, 

rushing towards her physical body. 

Just now, if not for being attacked by the sword core, Shi Hao would have tried to deal with the physical 

body a long time ago. Right now, he naturally didn’t let it go. 

Chi! 

In the end, it was still Wang Xi’s primordial spirit that was a step faster, returning to her body. 

“Still lacking a bit of maturity, if the primordial spirit had completely turned into a sword core, that is the 

true unmatched state. At that time, it would be the opponent that would be running for their lives!” 

Many people sighed. 



Wang Xi was in a difficult situation, making quite a few people feel regret. 

In the blink of an eye, Shi Hao arrived, grabbing Wang Xi’s physical body. 

Chi! 

An expanse of sword light flew over. Wang Xi’s physical body grew dim, blood spilling out from the 

corners of her lips, but in the end, she was still powerless to reverse the situation, captured by Shi Hao. 

On her body, the golden willow branches shone, sparkling and brilliant, locking her body down tightly. 

Even her dress was tightly pressed against her body, fully displaying her wonderful curves. n//O𝓥𝑬𝑙𝓑1n 

Blood flowed out from the corners of Wang Xi’s lips. When she activated the primordial spirit sword 

core to clash with Shi Hao’s precious techniques, the injuries she received weren’t light. 

“Dao friend, you lost.” Shi Hao lifted Wang Xi up. Right now, she was she was wrapped up by the golden 

willow branches like a zongzi[1]. 

Wang Xi was both humiliated and angry. Her current appearance was extremely indecent. Being carried 

in someone’s hands like this, what kind of status did she have? She was a girl blessed by the heavens, 

Wang Family’s most brilliant pearl, yet right now, she was in such a sullen state. 

Calling her dao friend was even more so a type of mockery. In the past, she invited Shi Hao into 

Heavenly Deity Institution as a dao friend, having him follow at her side. 

However, later on, a series of events happened, causing Shi Hao and the Wang Family to have a falling 

out. She wanted to size up just how strong this dao friend of hers was, the result was that she was 

captured instead. 

“Wang Xi was captured!” 

“Heavens! The most perfect fairy in my heart fell in that fella’s hands!” 

“That is but a long life family’s daughter! Her status is extremely high, worthy of respect, yet she has 

been defeated here!” 

This place became noisy, everyone on the stone furnace looking forward. 

For Wang Xi, this felt like the heavens collapsing. There were gratitudes and grudges to begin with, and 

then scandalous rumors, now she ended up in his hands, the results were just too horrible to imagine. 

Even if he let her go, when this event travelled out, it would also produce a huge controversy! 

She cultivated a primordial sword core, originally believing that she could defeat all enemies, never 

expecting that she would still suffer such a great defeat, leaving her incredibly shocked. 

After a short period of clamoring, everyone began to feel shock over Shi Hao’s true identity! 

It was to the extent where Shi Hao’s reveal was comparable to Wang Xi being captured, making the 

commotion even greater! 

“This is precisely Huang! Truly too young, only around twenty years old, yet already possesses such 

world-shaking skills, cultivating three strands of immortal energy!” 



“Even after someone asked Yuan Qing to take action, it still couldn’t stop his footsteps. He still arrived in 

Heavenly Deity Institution. This youth is simply a heaven warping immortal talent!” 

Shi Hao stood on the stone furnace, the bones in his body releasing pi pa sounds like beans being stir-

fried. At the same time, his body became even taller, his appearance also changing, revealing his 

delicate and handsome face. 

This was the first time he revealed his true appearance in Heavenly Deity Institution! 

In that instant, many cries of alarm sounded. 

Qing Yi’s clothes moved about, waving towards him. 

Yue Chan’s expression was complex, her face immediately changing, saying to herself, “It is him after 

all!” 

“This is Huang? Turns out to be like this, so delicate and handsome, I thought he was some mighty and 

domineering buff guy!” 

“Is this not mighty enough? Do you no see him carrying Fairy Wang Xi in his hands?” Someone said 

quietly. 

When Wang Xi heard this, she immediately felt a wave of resentment. She was a young supreme being, 

yet she was captured by another. How could this be endured? 

At this time, Lu Tuo and Mo Dao already stopped fighting. 

“Is there anyone else who wants to come and fight?” Shi Hao said, looking at Lu Tuo, Yao Yue, Ten 

Crown King, and others. 

“What is the point in fighting anymore? Huang, I am seriously inviting you to come to my family as a 

guest. We won’t bother with expensive gifts, just give you this Wang Family girl.” Princess Yao Yue 

giggled. 

Everyone became speechless. 

Wang Xi became angry. Even though her movements were restricted, unable to struggle free from Shi 

Hao’s grasp, she still couldn’t hold herself back from scowling. 

At the same time, she felt humiliated. There was nothing worse than being put in this type of state in 

front of her adversary. The two had always been competing, and now, she was being carried by a male 

like this. 

“Are there any benefits?” Shi Hao asked, his expression completely serious. 

“What do you want?” Princess Yao Yue said with a smile, putting out quite the happy appearance. The 

suffering of her adversary made her feel great joy, the most joyous event. 

“What can you give me? Ancient heavenly method, Vicious Ten precious technique, or get the Wang 

Family’s Chaos Calming Art? If you can, then I’ll immediately give her to you.” Shi Hao said. 



“So generous? Let me think a bit, see if there is a way to get the Chaos Calming Art out of her. I am quite 

interested in this method known as one of the three great sword arts since ancient times as well.” 

Princess Yao Yue said. 

Everyone looked at each other in dismay. Were these two going to become human traffickers, discussing 

Wang Xi’s value? It was a bit too much. 

Sure enough, this was the first time Wang Xi felt this angry. Her body trembled slightly, almost fainting 

on the spot. 

After the great battle, the atmosphere was originally extremely tense and serious, yet these two were 

now discussing how she was going to be sold, making others not know whether to laugh or cry. 

Cough! 

At this time, an elder’s cough sounded. Heavenly Deity Institution’s Fourth Elder came, moreover saying, 

“All of you are academy students, so please do not go past exchanging pointers. You all must not 

humiliate each other.” 

He then looked at Shi Hao and said, “Little friend, I have to ask you to please let go.” 

Shi Hao felt helpless, long knowing that he couldn’t kill anyone in Heavenly Deity Institution, nor could 

he truly bring away a captive, so he could only let go, giving Wang Xi back her freedom. 

“Alright, you’ve all fought long enough, please lower your respective disputes, return peace to this 

place. You all may search for precious pills on your own.” Fourth Elder said. 

Shi Hao was quite decisive, placing Wang Xi on the ground. The golden willow branches around her 

immediately disappeared. Her freedom was returned, so she immediately leapt out, pulling open a set 

distance from Shi Hao. 

“Let’s go!” Shi Hao brought Mo Dao with him into the stone furnace. 

Then, Lu Tuo, Wang Xi, and the others didn’t dare fall behind, all of them moving out as well. 

As for the others, when they saw that the young supreme beings who cultivated three strands of 

immortal energy had all gone inside, only then did they dare rush in. Otherwise, they were scared that 

they might be stopped by others. 

The stone furnace was extremely large. When one went inside, it was as if they entered the belly of an 

archaic great peak. It was extremely spacious, the floor covered in layers of ashes. Immortal energy 

swirled upwards, rising up into the sky. 

Shi Hao and the other sighed in admiration. So many years had already passed, yet the medicinal 

characteristics were still there, releasing immortal dao energy. Meanwhile, there were some places that 

still surged with auspicious light. 

“This is something the academy’s elders purposely left behind.” They sighed inwardly, clearly a natural 

luck that was gifted to them. 



“A pool of divine liquid!” Shi Hao was shocked. He found an area where divine light surged. After digging 

through the ashes, what was revealed was actually bits of divine liquid that hadn’t dried up to this day. 

A sweet fragrance wafted outwards. There’s wasn’t much liquid in the pool, but it was still 

extraordinary. 

“Collect!” Shi Hao said. He produced a three inch sized small jade container, collecting all of the liquid. 

“Divine pill!” Someone cried out from the distance, feeling extremely shocked. There was someone who 

discovered a golden divine pill from the ashes, this pill definitely extraordinary. 

“Everyone, give it your all. No one knows just how many divine medicines had been refined in this stone 

furnace in the ancient past, those ruins perhaps the only place it had stopped over for a long time.” 

“En?” 

Shi Hao opened his Heavenly Eyes, focusing on the most the most bizarre areas. He saw a place where 

immortal energy was rising from, and then began to dig at the thick ashes again. 

“What pill’s fragments are these from?” Shi Hao had a vague feeling that something was off. 

He found a pill medicine fragment the size of a dragon fang, on it all types of patterns, truly mysterious-

looking. 

Shi Hao held it in his hands, his mind pounding greatly. Could this be a fragment of a Nine Revolutions 

Immortal Pill? He had long heard that just a single mishap when refining this type of immortal pill would 

result in everything exploding, only leaving behind pill medicine fragments. 

Chapter 1175 - Ancient Pill 

This dragon eye fruit sized pill medicine was dark golden in color, carrying a metallic tactile feel, but 

there was still a bit of a light fragrance. This was rather difficult for one to understand, even after 

endless time had passed, the pill medicines buried under the ashes still carried a type of spirituality, 

truly astonishing. 

Even though a large amount of the medicinal characteristics couldn’t help but be lost, the fact that they 

could still retain these characteristics spoke about how unordinary they were. 

“Could it really be a Nine Revolutions Immortal Pill?” Shi Hao held it in his palm, looking at the patterns 

on it, the star shaped marks and indistinct divine birds and vicious beasts’ figures. 

Was this even a pill medicine? These designs weren’t carved on by someone right? The great dao traces 

are just too distinct, fully displaying all things between heaven and earth. 

“This isn’t a Nine Revolutions Immortal Pill, but its effects wouldn’t be too inferior!” Mo Dao spoke, his 

eyes becoming bright like two divine flames. 

“You recognize it?” Shi Hao turned around. 

“I’ve previously seen records of it in bone books. When unmatched immortal pills are refined, these 

types of pills would often be produced along with them. Even though they can’t compare to true 



immortal pills, they are still extremely precious for cultivators, able to help one cast off their old self and 

undergo a complete change. 

Shi Hao nodded when he heard this. If the mysterious immortal pill was destroyed in the refinement 

process, then the pills that accompanied them wouldn’t be able to escape this result either. 

He put it away, carefully storing it in a jade bottle. 

During this process, Mo Dao also had some gains, using a white jade container to collect some liquid, the 

fragrance wafting through the air. 

They didn’t dare waste time. Even though the stone furnace was large, there were too many powerful 

individuals here. No matter how many good things there were, it still wasn’t enough to divide among 

them all. 

Fortunately, there was immortal energy pervading through this place, with special natural laws 

suppressing them. Many divine abilities couldn’t be used, and even the Heavenly Eyes lost effectiveness. 

n//O𝓥𝑬𝑙𝓑1n 

It was because this was a precious furnace, its owner considering too many things when refining 

medicine back then, not allowing others to pry into his methods, establishing inextinguishable 

restrictions. 

This was precisely the reason why the pill medicines under the ashes weren’t immediately swept clean 

by this group of people. 

“This stone pill furnace looks like a mountain outside, but when we are inside, it looks even larger than 

what we have imagined, the perimeter eight hundred li at least, simply inconceivable!” 

Just what kind of person was the one concocting pills, needing such a large amount of space? 

A great explosion had happened before in the pill furnace, many things that had spirituality left behind 

them, all of them various types of accompanying pills! 

“Really wonder what type of great medicine that person back then was trying to refine, leaving behind 

so much ashes. It doesn’t seem like he was refining a pill medicine, but rather the essence of a small 

world.” Someone said with a sigh. 

Those who entered all had some type of gains, revealing looks of surprise. 

In a certain area, light rushed into the heavens, brightly colored mists dense. That was the place where 

medicinal nature gathered, containing strong fragrance. Ten pieces of pill medicine fragments were 

discovered there, all of them snow-white like jade. 

At first glance, they looked like fine resin, their surface not having any patterns, but one could still 

vaguely hear the scripture sounds released from within them. 

“Good stuff! This might be fragments of the main medicine after the refinement failed!” Mo Dao said 

with shock. 



There was naturally an intense battle that happened here, the young supreme beings who had three 

strands of immortal energy duking it out here, strong winds stirring, precious technique clashing. Even 

Wang Xi used her Chaos Calming Art. 

Shi Hao and Mo Dao joined in, fighting over them. 

“What a pity, too much time had passed, the loss of medicinal characteristics too serious. Otherwise, 

these pill medicine fragments are enough to help one undergo rebirth, continuously shed their body and 

exchange their bones. These are but pills refined by an immortal!” Someone said with an exclaim of 

admiration. 

This was something that couldn’t be helped. Not much could resist the corrosion of time. 

However, they all knew that despite this being the case, these snow-white pill fragments were still 

priceless, able to substantially improve one’s body. It was because there were pill medicine masters 

here who immediately examined their medicinal characteristics. 

It was to the extent where it wasn’t a major issue for one to undergo a full rebirth. 

However, such precious pill medicine, after exploding in the past, was completely given up on by the 

furnace’s master, not collected. 

Everyone had reason to believe that the reason why the pill furnace had so many cracks, long half 

destroyed, might be related to the final pill refinement. After the defeat, not only were the pills 

defeated, even the furnace itself cracked. 

“Out of the way!” 

Lu Tuo shouted, clashing again with Mo Dao. Light erupted into the skies between the two, the radiance 

about to submerge the entire furnace. 

“The one who should leave is you!” Shi Hao shouted, joining their battle. He had nothing to hide now, 

immediately forming a Kun Peng Fist when he raised his hand, releasing a strong attack right from the 

get go. 

Hong! 

The Kun Peng could devour heaven and earth, endlessly vast. 

When Shi Hao’s body unfolded, an indistinct world appeared behind him. An enormous creature 

appeared, changing from a fish to a bird, swimming through the stellar seas of the cosmos, tearing 

through endless stellar rivers and shattering millions and millions of stars. 

That type of aura was too terrifying, those present were even more so shocked! 

This was the Kun Peng, with a spread of its wings, forget about great seas, not even the cosmos sea 

could contain it, able to destroy all those in its path! 

Honglonglong! 

Between Shi Hao and Lu Tuo, thousands of streaks of divine light erupted, tearing apart the void. The 

sound was deafening, the divine force waves sending many experts flying. 



However, they didn’t fight to the death, not wishing to waste time. It was because they were fighting 

over these snow-white pill medicine pieces. 

Chi! 

Shi Hao immediately seized a piece with a raise of his hand. 

At this moment, five-colored light radiated, chaotic energy surging. Ten Crown King took action, the 

small tree in his hands sweeping over. He shouted, “Seal the Universe!” 

Chaotic light flashed. Shi Hao’s hand and that pill medicine seemed to be restricted, the World Tree’s 

reputation not in vain! 

Wu! 

A powerful gale swept about. In front of Shi Hao’s hand, an entirely dark green enormous willow tree 

that ultimately flickered with bits of golden radiance appeared. 

He formed a magical imprint, displaying Willow Deity’s method, displaying its terrifying profound 

mysteries. Endless wisps were released from a single fist, the willow tree turning into endless divine 

chains of order, binding towards that World Tree sapling. 

With a shua sound, Shi Hao brought away that snow-white piece of pill medicine. 

At the same time, he sent a fist smashing at Ten Crown King. It was as if stars collided between the two 

of them. The radiance was blinding, and then immediately afterwards, it was as if heaven and earth 

were being destroyed, continuously growing dim. 

A great chaotic battle erupted. The cultivators who cultivated three strands of immortal energy 

competed against each other, fighting over those snow-white medicine pieces. 

Pu! 

Xuan Kun coughed out blood, injured in this battle. 

In reality, after fighting to this extent, these young supreme beings were all bleeding. The chaotic battle 

was too fierce, fighting whoever they saw, no one backing off. 

It was to the extent where there was even a cultivator with two strands of immortal energy who wanted 

to try his luck, but was beaten up in the end, a large amount of bloody mist erupting from his entire 

body. 

If not for Fourth Elder promptly taking action to protect his primordial spirit, his body and mind would 

have been destroyed on the spot. 

With things like this, there were no other cultivators who dared approach half a step. This place became 

a battlefield only young supreme beings could fight in, becoming a restricted area. 

Fighting this intense battle left even Shi Hao in a sorry state, blood flowing from the corners of his 

mouth, the clothes covering his body in tatters, extremely miserable. 



Of course, his opponents weren’t all that better off, every one of them carrying injuries that weren’t 

light. 

For example, with a chi la sound, Shi Hao directly tore off a large piece of Princess Yao Yue’s silk battle 

clothes when they were fighting over a snow-white pill medicine fragment. 

“Shi Hao, you scoundrel!” Princess Yao Yue cried out in alarm. 

It was because her jade arm was now completely exposed, and because the piece of cloth that was torn 

off was a bit large, even some of her snow-white shoulder and back was revealed. 

One had to bear in mind that this divine silk was incredibly tough, sturdier than many divine gold battle 

armors, but under the Kun Peng Claw, it was still destroyed. If not for its protection, Shi Hao would have 

likely injured her body. 

Peng! 

Shi Hao suffered an attack from the back. This was a golden imprint, firmly striking him on the back, a 

type of secret treasure Wang Xi activated. 

Wa! 

Shi Hao coughed out blood. Even though it didn’t injure his muscles and bones, his blood and qi were 

stirred, still receiving a set amount of damage. 

“Did I not deal with you properly enough just now?!” Shi Hao roared angrily at Wang Xi, actually being 

injured from a hidden attack. 

Hong! 

Meanwhile, Lu Tuo took action again, producing a hundred and eight large hand imprints, sending them 

smashing towards Shi Hao. There were millstone-sized large palms everywhere. 

Chi! 

Several hundred golden willow branches surged, rushing towards Lu Tuo. Then, Shi Hao even more so 

rushed into the air, sending his foot straight at Lu Tuo’s chest. 

Xiu! 

However, while in the intense confrontation, his body suddenly changed directions, instantly 

disappearing from his original location, attacking towards Wang Xi who attacked with her precious 

artifact again. 

Human figures flew about, young supreme experts fighting for supremacy! 

Peng! 

Eventually, Shi Hao’s palm smashed into Wang Xi’s chest, shattering the divine gold armor there, the 

heart protecting precious mirror even more so directly exploding. Wang Xi coughed out large amounts 

of blood, flying outwards. 

She was humiliated and furious. A palm imprint appeared on her body, the imprint too clear. 



“Lu Tuo, hand over your life!” Shi Hao roared angrily, rushing into the sky again. Lightning surged around 

his entire body, hands forming imprints, as if he was stirring the sun, moon, and stars as he moved. 

There was electricity all around him, forming a seal of cosmos, constructing the heavenly stars. Stellar 

rivers emerged one after another, all of them shining resplendently. 

Hong! 

Heavenly thunder crashed down, stars formed from lightning exploding one after another, drowning out 

the area Lu Tuo was at. Shi Hao took action again, fighting an intense battle against him. 

“Also, you, Ten Crown King, do you really think the Dragon Fist is unmatched?!” 

Shi Hao slaughtered his way to the east, and then fought to the west, continuously exchanging attacks, 

his black hair flying about chaotically, eyes releasing lightning-like radiance; he was like an unmatched 

war god. 

In the end, this battle finally concluded. The young supreme beings were all injured, blood dyeing their 

battle clothes. 

Shi Hao obtained three pieces of snow-white pill medicine fragments. This could be considered a 

rewarding journey, his benefits tremendous! 

When they returned, everyone immediately went into isolation, using the pill medicines they obtained 

to treat their injuries. 

When a piece of snow-white pill medicine was dissolved in a cauldron with a fragrant divine spring, Shi 

Hao entered inside to refine his body. 

The effects were astonishing. The immortal dao aura was absorbed, the divine essence entering his 

body. Then, a bit of black-colored impurity was expelled from his body’s pores. 

At this moment, Shi Hao felt like his body was light and his body strong, his body becoming quite a bit 

more agile, as if he now really did have this immortal dao aura. 

“This is just too crazy!” 

He couldn’t help but sigh, because there was a layer of black matter that was removed from his body. 

Just how filthy was his body for this type of thing to happen? 

“There is no need to think too much, it is because this is the first time you have tried to operate the 

white jade mountain’s characters and dao methods, and then used the corresponding immortal ancient 

pill medicine, which is why the effects were extremely great, having this unordinary transformation. 

From a certain perspective, this is the first time you cultivated and used an Immortal Ancient method, 

which resulted in this first transformation, the effects of it naturally extraordinary!” 

Shi Hao still had two pieces of snow-white pill medicine fragments in his hand. He lowered his head, not 

knowing what other types of changes they could bring. 

Chapter 1176 - Rising to Heavenly Deity 



Fourth Elder’s explanation helped Shi Hao understand a lot more, feeling as if he was relieved from a 

burden. Meanwhile, he still had two more immortal pill fragments in hand, so he naturally couldn’t 

waste them. 

Right now, everyone was in seclusion just like him, even the foreign guest Mo Dao, using the pill 

medicine he obtained to cleanse his body. n𝓸𝗏𝔢(𝑙𝑩.In 

After releasing a sigh, Shi Hao began to cultivate calmly, having his body and mind become clear. Then, 

he prepared a bone cauldron and divine spring again, dissolving the second piece of snow-white pill 

medicine fragment. 

Faint spiritual energy rose, sweet fragrance wafting out, making one want to take a few sips. 

Shi Hao undressed, and then entered this large cauldron again to refine his body and soul, temper his 

flesh and bones, allow his body to undergo further mysterious transformations. 

After hearing Fourth Elder and the others’ advice, he didn’t directly eat the pill medicine, because 

endless time had passed after all, so if there were some toxic effects, it wouldn’t be easy to deal with 

them. 

He directly soaked in the medicinal liquid, the immortal dao matter that could be used acquired through 

mysterious arts, not needing to worry about any toxins entering his body. 

The medicinal liquid in the cauldron boiled. Shi Hao’s skin began to shine, the injuries he had before 

starting to close, long recovered from. His flesh became more and more brilliant under the medicinal 

nature’s effects. 

When one looked from not far away, his body looked like it was carved from platinum, possessing a type 

of brilliant splendor, containing explosive power. 

Shi Hao closed his eyes, breathing deeply. Medicinal fragrance wafted out, rising up from the watery 

mist, but it didn’t spread into the distance. In the end, all of the spiritual essence entered his body. 

Moreover, wisps of ash-white mists surged in his body, exchanging with the essence of the medicinal 

liquid. 

“It truly is strange. I cultivated the present world methods, flesh already becoming near perfect, not 

having any filthiness left, so how can it be that as soon as I came into contact with Immortal Ancient’s 

millions of symbols, there were some impurities released?” 

Shi Hao was confused. Could it be that Immortal Ancient methods far surpassed present world 

methods? 

He shook his head, this shouldn’t be the case. Previously, Fourth Elder already explained it quite clearly. 

It should just be the effects of the ancient pill together with the Immortal Ancient method that led to 

such miraculous results. 

He thought silently to himself, carefully analyzing what was happening. Even though Shi Hao didn’t truly 

cultivate Immortal Ancient methods, only achieving initial success from the profound meanings 

contained within the characters, he still already understood that the cultivation systems were different, 



the methods in which they opened up one’s inner treasury different, so the areas where the emphasis 

was placed on were naturally different as well. 

That was why even though the present world method looked like it was cultivated to the limit, the body 

seemingly perfect, in the eyes of Immortal Ancient, there were still many areas of his body’s potential 

that weren’t fully unlocked. 

Meanwhile, this reasoning was similarly applicable to the Immortal Ancient method. Even if one 

cultivated the mysterious techniques from the last great era to their peak, seemingly perfect, if one 

examined them from the perspectives of the current world, their bodies’ potential might not necessarily 

be fully released. 

Precisely because of this, when the cultivation method was changed, only then would there be a bit of 

impurity eliminated. It was because for this type of method, there was still room for improvement. 

When the second snow-white immortal pill was mostly absorbed, Shi Hao’s body once again felt more 

flexible, and his spiritual senses became sharper as well. This was a type of clear evolution. 

However, there were no improvements to his divine force, merely his body becoming more and more 

nimble, giving him a feeling of great aloofness, as if he was an immortal that was exiled into the human 

world. 

Soon afterwards, the second immortal pill fragment’s medicinal effects were completely absorbed. 

Shi Hao didn’t stop. He inserted the final snow-white immortal pill fragment into the cauldron, starting 

to refine his body again. 

His body was still changing, but it wasn’t as obvious, only slight transformations. After he absorbed most 

of the medicinal characteristics, the changes completely stopped, as if they lost effects. 

“This type of medicine isn’t too useful for me anymore. Its use for me in this realm has already reached 

its limit.” Shi Hao came to this conclusion. 

It was quite regretful. This immortal pill fragment had been buried in ashes for too long, the medicinal 

characteristics’ essence loss severe. Otherwise, the medicinal strength would be many times greater 

than it was right now. 

Shi Hao shook his head. That was an unmatched great medicine refined by immortal dao experts, so if it 

wasn’t damaged, he wouldn’t be able to use it at all, because the medicinal effects would likely make 

him explode on the spot. After all, he was still only in the Holy Sacrifice Realm. 

Shi Hao didn’t waste any time, circulating the Immortal Ancient characters’ dao principles, absorbing 

and cultivating, taking in the last of the medicinal strength. 

“Yi?!” He was shocked. His body and divine senses sensed a clear change, and the three strands of 

immortal energy were nourished, one strand even seeming like it was going to form a flower. 

One had to bear in mind that Shi Hao already had two great dao flowers, still missing one. 

“Continue the seclusion!” Shi Hao said firmly. 



It was because he still had some medicines on him, for example, the pill that was produced along with 

the immortal pills. It was dark golden in color, on its surface stellar patterns and other things, likely not 

much inferior to the snow-white pill medicine fragments. 

Sure enough, there was an astonishing refinement carried out. The dark golden liquid surged in the 

cauldron, submerging Shi Hao within. 

Shi Hao’s third strand of immortal energy continuously condensed, at times turning into a dragon, other 

times into a divine bird. It appeared above his head, mysterious and unfathomable. 

In the end, the immortal energy became thicker and stronger, forming a flower! 

Sure enough, after obtaining Immortal Ancient Great Era’s precious medicine’s nourishment, and 

activating the profound mysteries stored in Immortal Ancient characters, the immortal energy he had 

underwent a transformation. 

“If one wants to cultivate immortal energy, it really is Immortal Ancient method that is best, this way the 

most suitable!” 

Shi Hao said with a sigh. He thought about the corresponding Immortal Ancient scriptures, his mind 

immediately burning with excitement. Only after being able to recognize and understand the million 

characters can he carry out further research and evolution. 

In the end, Shi Hao used up all of the ancient pills he obtained. Dragon roars and phoenix cries sounded 

above his head, the scene astonishing. 

“Whose area of seclusion is that, why is the disturbance so great?” 

“Heavens, stellar streams are interweaving, submerging that area!” 

In the distance, many people were alarmed, because the disturbance Shi Hao’s place of seclusion 

produced was too great, all types of irregular scenes appearing there. 

It continuously changed, sometimes stellar streams would fill the skies, sometimes golden lotuses 

covered the earth, True Dragons soaring, phoenix birds spreading their wings. 

Whenever an irregular phenomenon appeared, it would always signify that an exceptional expert was 

about to emerge, rising into the Heavenly Deity Realm, but there were immediately so many irregular 

scenes, leaving one’s eyes dazzled. 

“There are too many irregular scenes, this person is just too powerful!” 

“Who is he? How can he be this astonishing?!” 

“Huang, that is his place of seclusion!” 

Cries of alarm sounded one after another. After they realized who it was, their expressions all changed. 

This youth was clearly becoming more and more powerful. 

Wang Xi came out from seclusion. Her beautiful hair fluttered about, a complicated expression 

appearing in her eyes. A small black sword appeared from her forehead, the unmatched sword core of 

the Chaos Calming Art! 



She really wanted to take action, go out and fight, but in the end, she remained silent. She experienced 

her first defeat not long ago, something that was hard for her to free herself from. She knew that she 

couldn’t challenge the other person immediately, because it was too difficult for her to win. Only when 

her primordial spirit completely formed an unmatched sword core would she become unmatched. 

She had confidence that once the sword core was fully cultivated, it could kill all enemies, not even 

Huang able to withstand it. It was because this was one of the three most powerful sword arts. 

This meant that once she achieved great success with Chaos Calming Art, one of the most powerful 

offensive precious techniques, the sword core would hack through everything, able to erase all enemies! 

Lu Tuo also came out from seclusion, currently gazing into the distance, the light in his eyes fluctuating 

continuously. A layer of clear energy rose around his body, covering him, making him appear a bit 

indistinct. 

Ten Crown King’s eyes contracted. He stood on a mountain peak, staring in that direction, nodding as he 

muttered to himself, acknowledging that this was a worthy opponent! 

“This fella is becoming stronger and stronger, really a freak!” Princess Yao Yue said to herself. She was 

surrounded by a sphere of moonlight, clean and pure, teeth bright, lips bright red, currently thinking to 

herself if there was any good way of roping Huang into her family, having him become a powerful 

assistance for the imperial court. 

Stellar rivers fell, True Dragons moved about, phoenix birds underwent rebirth... all of the irregular 

scenes disappeared! 

Meanwhile, in that mountain region, primal chaos swirled about Shi Hao. There was an even more 

astonishing scene that took place above his head, the third strand of immortal energy condensing into a 

flower bud, blooming at this moment! 

In that instant auspicious light flourished, immortal multicolored light overflowed, sweeping through the 

heavens above and earth below. 

This flower bloomed, immediately brightening up the world. 

After waiting for such a long time, he finally cultivated this result, Shi Hao’s third strand of immortal 

energy was taking form, producing a great dao flower, now fully blooming. 

Honglong! 

Shi Hao was surrounded within a milky-white bubble. It was extremely suddenly, covering him from 

head to toe, completely submerging him within. He then felt extremely light and carefree, as if he was 

going to sprout wings and ascend. 

Success! Shi Hao formed three great dao flowers at this moment, already reaching a perfect level. 

This was originally something that could only be completed while in the Heavenly Deity Realm, but he 

already accomplished it while in the Holy Sacrifice Realm. 



He definitely couldn’t delay staying in Holy Sacrifice Realm any longer. At this moment, his body shone, 

every inch of his flesh surging with auspicious multicolored light, immediately advancing to Heavenly 

Deity Realm! 

Shi Hao was now a true heavenly deity, able to look down on all of his peers. 

It was because right now, he was only a bit over twenty, still extremely young! 

“From his bone structures, he really is too young... able to reach the Heavenly Deity Realm at this age, 

calling it unprecedented might not be too far from the truth!” 

“Has the youngest heavenly deity in history emerged?!” 

“Huang is unordinary after all, becoming the youngest and most powerful heavenly deity!” 

A few elders and competitors couldn’t help but sigh with astonishment in the academy. 

Chapter 1177 - Clear Feeling 

“This type of feeling really is great!” Shi Hao opened his eyes, strand after strand of golden light 

released, as if the dense fog in the darkness opened up, two streaks of the most dazzling lightning 

appearing in the night sky. 

He didn’t move at all, still sitting there, feeling that type of carefreeness. This was a completely new 

experience. His flesh and divine senses condensed together, exceptionally sharp, intertwining with 

immortal energy. His entire body seemed to have become much more light and flexible. 

He was like a rusted sharp weapon that was carefully polished, the contamination that had accumulated 

over the years eliminated, the rust completely removed. Dazzling brilliance was released, exquisite and 

agile. 

This was Shi Hao’s direct observation. His entire body being had a clear feeling, his bones well 

proportioned and sparkling, as if he really had removed a layer of rust, becoming fresh and full of 

energy. 

Sure enough, there was quite a bit of gray-colored impurity on the surface of his body, eliminated from 

his body when he rose to the heavenly deity level. One could vaguely make out a bit of bone fragments. 

Shi Hao stood up, stretching out his body. He then tested his strength out, a streak of electricity 

emerging here, so fast its shadow couldn’t be seen as it merged with the void. 

It wasn’t a misconception, his body felt incredibly agile, truly like a rust-covered ancient sword that had 

been polished again, revealing its original sharpness and brilliance. 

At the same time, this was true for his divine sense as well, as if it had undergone a rebirth, becoming 

more and more sharp. 

Shi Hao tested his strength, discovering that his attack power and speed both became a level stronger! 

Was this the Heavenly Deity Realm? 



Shi Hao slowly comprehended, adapting to his present state. He felt a wave of joy inside, a happiness 

one felt through improvement. He had become stronger. 

Holy Sacrifice Realm was quite unstable, one’s strength fluctuating from strong to weak. When he was 

strong, he was comparable to a heavenly deity, when he was weak, he was below even a true deity. 

In reality, many people would fail in this realm, ultimately becoming people who were inferior to even 

those at the Divine Flame Realm. 

Meanwhile, Shi Hao cultivated three strands of immortal energy, only suffering the fluctuation of 

strength in the beginning, later on pretty much stabilizing, not suffering any troubles. 

Moreover, this was precisely the reason why his strength gradually consolidated, everything eventually 

going smoothly, reaching the Heavenly Deity Realm. 

“Even though my strength has improved, it isn’t as great as I had imagined.” Shi Hao frowned. In the 

past, each time he broke through, his strength would increase drastically. The increase in strength this 

time wasn’t that powerful. 

Even though he knew that normally, Holy Sacrifice Realm and Heavenly Deity Realm’s strength wouldn’t 

be that different, because when he was in that cultivation stage, his strength fluctuated between high 

and low, already experiencing the power of the heavenly deity level, those who cultivated three strands 

of immortal energy were different, they definitely had to have some growth. 

“It seems like it is because I didn’t face tribulation!” After thinking things over seriously, Shi Hao knew 

what was going on. 

However, this wasn’t the time to cross tribulation, because ever since he entered Heavenly Deity 

Institution, ascending onto this path of cultivating the ancient methods, he already obtained quite a bit 

of information. 

This cultivation realm was extremely important, he couldn’t show the slightest bit of negligence! 

In reality, Wang Xi, Lu Tuo, and the others hadn’t crossed tribulation either. Even though they entered 

the Heavenly Deity Realm, they were merely consolidating their foundation. 

It was because after cultivating the ancient method, the most important thing was merging with the 

immortal seed. Anyone who took this path needed to find a ‘seed’ of their own, and then from this day 

forth, they would have to grow and evolve together, ultimately forming the dao and become the most 

powerful! 

In the last great era, cultivating the ancient method always began with trying to merge with the seed, so 

there were naturally no issues. 

However, they were essentially switching to a job they weren’t trained for, not finding their own 

immortal seeds before, missing the best chance before. 

Even though life has its extreme situations, there was still a trace of opportunity that could remedy the 

situation, let alone the fact that on the road of cultivation, there were naturally ways to fix this. 



Of course, this was on the premise that one had to exceed certain circumstances, or else everything was 

too late. 

When one cultivated three strands of immortal energy, forming great dao flowers, before any more 

immortal energy entered the body and carried out a final transformation, there was a way to remedy 

the situation and merge with the immortal seed. 

The cleansing of the body through lightning, sending electricity hacking down on the body, this was the 

most fundamental part of merging with the immortal seed. 

Everyone was waiting for an opportunity, waiting for the academy’s elders to lead the way and bring 

them to that ‘Realm Tomb’ so that they can obtain an exceptional immortal seed and take that crucial 

step. 

The current Shi Hao was finally part of this group, just waiting for the opportunity to arrive! 

“Wu, strength still increased somewhat. If I am surrounded by enemies again, it’ll probably be much 

easier now.” Shi Hao said to himself, a powerful wave of confidence surging. 

Of course, his greatest reward was that his body now felt incredibly clear and agile. While standing 

there, he almost felt like he was floating, his flesh and divine senses incredibly sharp, as if he could 

detect danger beforehand. 

His figure was tall and slender with immortal energy swirling about, as if he was an aloof true immortal 

from the immortal domain, the heir of an immortal king that descended into the mortal world, 

transcending above, untainted by a speck of dust. 

Right now, even if he stood together with Yao Yue, Wang Xi, these types of fairies, everyone would feel 

like he would be similarly extraordinary, far above the common populace. 

A single thought from Shi Hao would make the three strands of immortal energy undergo all types of 

changes, having perfect command over them. Now, the immortal energy had already become a part of 

him. 

The three great immortal dao flowers bloomed above his head, rising and falling together, dao to one, 

one to two, two to three, three to all things. This was a type of extreme embodiment that contained 

true meaning! 

Only, the three great dao flowers were different. Shi Hao released a light sigh, feeling a bit of regret. 

A creature was seated on the first great dao flower, immortal mists covering its body. It looked 

extremely indistinct, as if it was from the past, subduing endless years of changes, seated above an 

entire segment of ancient history! 

Meanwhile, as for the other two great dao flowers, there were no figures on them. There were only 

strands of immortal energy rising from them and the natural laws of the heavens faintly discernible. 

“There will be a chance to cultivate them in the end. When that time comes, there will definitely be a 

completely new experience, and I should be able to become even stronger!” Shi Hao said to himself. He 

didn’t know what level he would reach when the other two great flowers produced creatures as well. 



When peace was restored to this place, all probing eyes withdrew, Heavenly Wyes disappearing. 

Shi Hao had his hands behind his back. He arrived before a white jade mountain, starting to observe the 

million symbols on its surface again, carefully studying and comprehending it. He discovered with shock 

that his speed was now faster, the efficiency a bit higher than before. 

If one wanted to study Immortal Ancient methods, complying with Immortal Ancient path was still best 

after all. Immortal energy merged, precious pills refining the body, strength advancing vigorously, all of 

these could affect one’s cultivation in the future. 

When he emerged from seclusion, there were already quite some people who returned to the white 

jade mountain. A few more people came, standing before the white jade mountain to study it. 

At this stage, not many people dared to provoke Shi Hao. Even if they bore hostility, they could only 

endure it, because the current Huang wasn’t someone normal people could provoke. 

In that stone furnace, he participated in the great battle, obtaining three snow-white and sparkling 

immortal pill fragments alone, even more so taking action to capture Wang Xi even after she used the 

Chaos Calming Art, leaving everyone shocked. 

Right now, everyone who cultivated the ancient methods were in the sealed ruins, so those on this path 

all knew about this matter. They were incredibly alarmed, the respect they felt for him increased 

greatly. n.(𝔬-.𝒱.-𝖾-.𝐥-)𝒷(.1)-n 

“Brother Shi!” Princess Yao Yue called out to him with a giggle, her smile able to topple cities. Her dark 

black hair scattered down, eyes clear like autumn limpid waters, truly an outstanding beauty. 

Now, perhaps only those who cultivated three strands of immortal energy dared to walk with him. 

Those who weren’t familiar with him didn’t dare rashly approach. 

Princess Yao Yue enthusiastically invited him over, saying, “My promise is still in effect you know? If you 

ever bring that Wang Family girl over, we will definitely treat you with the highest level of courtesy. Of 

course, even if you don’t bring any gifts, we will still similarly welcome you, definitely wouldn’t do 

something so arrogant as pushing out a young supreme being from our gates.” 

Everyone was stupefied, no one daring to add any comments. Treating Wang Xi as a gift was something 

perhaps only she would do, actually mocking the Wang Family like this. 

“Sounds good!” Shi Hao laughed loudly, not being embarrassed at all. 

Fortunately, Wang Xi had just left her seclusion cultivation, not hurrying over, or else she would feel 

downcast again. 

“Shi Hao!” Qing Yi walked over, her quiet and elegant face carrying a gentle smile. She had just emerged 

from seclusion, immediately hurrying over. 

Shi Hao smiled. Even though he had long entered Heavenly Deity Institution, only now could they be 

considered to have truly united, having a chance to chat. 

He welcomed her, about to grab that slender jade hand without any trace of politeness. However, Qing 

Yi moved her body to the side, moving out of the way. 



Yue Chan appeared in a different direction, her figure wonderful, white long dress dragging on the 

ground, her body swaying as she arrived, beautiful and otherworldly, as if an exiled fairy was walking in 

this world. 

“Hey, little girl, it’s been a while.” Shi Hao also called out to her. 

Many people were stunned, the expressions on their faces extremely brilliant. This fella was acquainted 

with that exceptional beauty? Wasn’t he acting too frivolously? 

Everyone felt like it was strange. He was a young supreme being who could look down on all of his 

peers, so how could he speak like this? 

Similarly, there was originally a faint smile on Yue Chan’s beautiful and perfect face, but now, it 

immediately fell. 

Chapter 1178 - Emerging From Seclusion 

The term ‘little girl’ made the exceptional beauty Yue Chan’s body become sluggish, the smile on her 

face immediately becoming rigid. When she saw Shi Hao, her aloof and pure temperament became 

unsteady! 

She really wanted to raise a sky overturning imprint and smack Shi Hao’s face, the urge too great. 

Only, she knew that unless she merged with Qing Yi, she definitely wouldn’t be Shi Hao’s match. If she 

truly took action, she would only be suppressed and invite humiliation onto herself. 

“Turns out it is Stone Clan dao brother, it’s a been a long time. Turns out you are perfectly fine, truly 

providential good luck.” Yue Chan said. Her skin was spotlessly white like jade. Even though she cursed 

inwardly, she still carried a smile on her face. 

If it was in a different place, the two of them would definitely not interact with each other, likely directly 

fighting! 

Yue Chan was thankful that this was Heavenly Deity Institution, not allowing them to clash with each 

other, or else the consequences would be difficult to predict. This ‘scoundrel’ was now even stronger. 

“Fairy Yue Chan, why are you acting like this? Did you miss me?” Shi Hao laughed. They were sworn 

enemies, he had even been attacked when he was cultivating in seclusion, so there was naturally no 

good intentions to speak of. 

He always wanted to help Qing Yi get rid of Yue Chan, and then allow the two of them to merge into 

one, completing Qing Yi. Only, after learning more about the situation, it really was hard to say who was 

completing who, the result likely harming Qing Yi. 

After all, Yue Chan was the main body. If they truly merged, the one that would come out on top, who 

would dominate who, was really hard to say! 

The expressions of those nearby all became a bit strange, feeling like this young supreme being was 

completely different from what they had imagined, actually disrespecting the exceptional beauty in their 

eyes. 



“Huang isn’t as dignified as I thought he was...” Someone muttered, feeling like these words weren’t too 

offensive. 

In reality, what many people wanted to say instead was, was this guy a leecher? It didn’t seem to match 

the domineering style of oppressing all directions, facing all enemies alone. 

“Brother Shi, you really do like to make jokes, ought to change your character here a bit.” Yue Chan said 

with a faint smile. 

“Indeed.” Shi Hao nodded, and then his expression became deadly earnest, becoming extremely serious. 

“I was about to consult you for advice. It’s been a while, so when there is time, we should exchange 

some pointers.” 

Yue Chan’s expression changed. The academy encouraged challenges, so now that she was targeted by 

this fella, if she really did exchange pointers with him, that would definitely be a complete disaster, 

definitely not ending well for her. 

“I do not have any free time!” Yue Chan directly rejected. 

Qing Yi smiled, her smile extremely brilliant and moving, pearly white teeth biting down on her red lips, 

her right hand’s fingers twirling her hair as she watched Yue Chan. 

It was because their minds were interlinked, and with such close distance between them, they could 

clearly sense exactly what the other party was thinking. Qing Yi knew exactly how she was feeling, so 

when she saw her feel so sunken, her smile was naturally bright and beautiful. 

If not for Qing Yi using a secret technique to change her appearance, no longer having her original 

appearance, two faces that were equally exceptionally beautiful appearing, everyone here would 

definitely be shocked. 

“Heh heh...” Princess Yao Yue laughed sweetly, and also extremely charmingly. She walked up and said, 

“Brother Shi, you truly don’t understand how to have tender feelings for the fairer sex. Acting like this 

towards an exceptional beauty like her, I can’t help but feel a bit of pity for her. How can you 

immediately challenge her after meeting?” 

“We are old friends, always clashing when we were in the Three Thousand Dao Provinces. The reason 

why I can have such great accomplishments today is all because she fought great battles with me.” Shi 

Hao said. 

“Is this true.” A young man with a pure mind revealed a shocked expression, and then looked towards 

Yue Chan, saying, “I must ask fairy to magnanimously give advice, to exchange pointers with us too 

when you have time.” 

These words immediately drew laughs of ridicule. A few people shook their heads, sighing inwardly at 

how naive this person was. 

“Is someone bullying the weak as the strong here?” At this time, Lu Tuo, Wang Xi, and the others came, 

greeting Yue Chan. 

Yue Chan revealed a faint smile, walking over to Wang Xi, unexpectedly friendly with her, standing 

together and conversing cheerfully. 



“Green hair, that fight in the stone furnace didn’t leave me satisfied enough. Why don’t we arrange a 

time and place to duke it out?” Shi Hao looked at Lu Tuo. 

“Sure, I had the very same intention!” Lu Tuo was extremely powerful, not feeling forced at all. 

In the surroundings, this place became quite. There were quite a few people who walked with Lu Tuo, 

right now feeling extremely nervous. 

“Good, then we’ll fight when the opportunity presents itself!” Shi Hao said. 

“Wu, the Chaos Calming Method really is quite mysterious. Is Fairy Wang willing to exchange with me? I 

am willing to exchange heavenly art great methods with you.” Shi Hao then looked towards Wang Xi. 

He constantly thought about the Chaos Calming Art. This wasn’t to purposely stir on the other party, but 

rather because he really was tempted. It was because he already consulted Fourth Elder for guidance, 

knowing that this technique was extraordinary. 

Previously, in the mid stage of Immortal Ancient Great Era, the world experienced a great crisis. There 

were powerful foreign creatures who slaughtered their way over, producing great turmoil! 

At the crucial moment, there was actually an exceptional expert that appeared, displaying unmatched 

sword secrets, killing those invaders and forcing them out of the Desolate Border. 

This was precisely the history of the Chaos Calming Art! 

Unfortunately, in the last phase of Immortal Ancient Great Era, this matchless figure who had displayed 

the Chaos Calming Art passed away from his serious injuries, unable to display his divine might again. 

As for his descendents, even though they continued cultivating the Chaos Calming Art, the power 

shaking the world under the heavens, its decline was still unavoidable, because no one cultivated the 

Chaos Calming Art to that person’s level. 

There were those who said that if the one who created the Chaos Calming Art didn’t die, taking action 

together with Without End Immortal King and Six Dao Reincarnations Immortal King, the results 

wouldn’t be so miserable. 

Of course, there were some who said that the reason why the Chaos Calming Art could protect the 

Desolate Border in the past was because the ultimate foreign beings hadn’t arrived yet. 

Regardless, the Chaos Calming Art was still stunning, worthy of being a technique that surpassed the 

ancients and dazzled the contemporaries. After all, it’s an unmatched great method that had repealed 

and seized victory from a battle between realms. 

Wang Xi released a cold snort, not paying him any attention. There was no way she was going to leak the 

Chaos Calming Art out, because this was related to too much! 

Those who were cultivating in seclusion were pretty much all present now. After absorbing the ancient 

pills, all of them made progress in their cultivation, becoming more suited to cultivating the ancient 

method. These people were all radiating health and vigor, all of them making considerable progress. 



However, not many were willing to fight against Shi Hao, all of them remaining cautious, Wang Xi 

included among these people. 

“Should there be a chance, we should exchange pointers a bit.” An individual walked over from the 

distance, his movements powerful like those of a dragon or tiger, as if an emperor appeared in this 

world. It was precisely Ten Crown King, his body surrounded by chaotic mist. 

He had the True Dragon precious technique, cultivating it to the extreme, the most terrifying technique. 

In the past, he was Shi Hao’s greatest opponent in the Three Thousand Dao Provinces. n..O𝗏𝖊𝑙𝐁In 

“Why not, I am ready at any time!” Shi Hao replied. 

Everyone revealed strange expressions. Under Huang’s current powerful state, there were still people 

who directly challenged him. He really wasn’t someone an ordinary person could match! 

“All of you should seize the moment and comprehend these characters. Once they are grasped, I can 

bring you all into the Realm Tomb, where you can search for your own immortal seeds!” Fourth Elder 

appeared. 

This could be considered a type of urging, as well as a type of warning. Otherwise, Shi Hao and Ten 

Crown King were about to carry out their exchange right here. 

“What is your name?” Even now, Shi Hao didn’t know Ten Crown King’s real name, only knowing that 

even though he knew he resided in one of the three thousand province’s Emperor Clans, he seemed to 

have a different background, previously following a master into the lower realm. 

It was just like Exiled Immortal, he was suspected to be someone from the nine heavens above, just that 

two old freaks brought them down into the three thousand provinces many years ago. 

Now, even though it hadn’t been publicly declared, it wasn’t really much of a secret anymore. 

Towards these things, Shi Hao already had some understanding. 

“Tian Zi[1]” Ten Crown King replied. 

Many people gasped. This name... someone actually dared to give this type of name! 

Only a few people here, like Wang Xi, Lu Tuo, Xuan Kun, Princess Yao Yue and others knew his name, 

some of them hearing it from their families, their clan’s elders previously had some relationship with 

those old freaks, others who heard it after personally asking in the academy. 

As for most people, they didn’t know at all, because they didn’t dare approach Ten Crown King. That was 

why after they learned his true name, they were all a bit shocked. 

“Quite the bold name.” Shi Hao smiled. 

They only briefly interacted with each other, not fighting against each other. 

It was because Heavenly Deity Institution’s Fourth Elder was personally watching, not allowing them to 

fight among themselves right now, wishing them to preserve their energy for when they faced Sacred 

Academy and Immortal Academy! 



“Qing Yi, let’s go cultivate the million characters.” Shi Hao called out to Qing Yi, speaking with a smile. 

Another half month passed in a flash. Everyone obtained tremendous benefits, compared to before, the 

speed at which they comprehended the characters became much faster. 

By cultivating together with Qing Yi, Shi Hao’s own cultivation speed increased again. It was because his 

skin was extremely thick, grabbing one of Qing Yi’s hands, exchanging divine will and emotions, 

comprehending the ancient characters together, making the efficiency increase greatly. 

“Don’t tell me this Green Lunar Flame really has a true immortal inside...” Shi Hao privately asked Qing 

Yi. 

Qing Yi shook her head. She wanted to shake off his hand, trying many times, truly not wishing to be 

watched by many people. Of course, the one who didn’t want to see this scene the most was still Yue 

Chan, her pure and dignified self couldn’t help but inwardly grind her teeth! 

Three months later, Shi Hao and Qing Yi comprehended the million characters, the first ones allowed to 

leave these sealed ruins. They succeeded! 

“Do not go too far, you two are not permitted to leave Heavenly Deity Institution. Soon afterwards, 

there will be an elder who will explain a portion of true scriptures related to Immortal Ancient” Fourth 

Elder said. 

Shi Hao wasn’t all that enthusiastic, because he had an immortal dao scripture on him. Now that he 

finally learned these characters, he could study them on his own! 

“Let’s pay Cao Yusheng, Lunar Jade Rabbit, Feng Wu, Chang Gongyan and the others a visit.” Qing Yi 

said. 

From what they heard, their friends from the lower realm weren’t doing that well, because in Heavenly 

Deity Institution, the antagonism between those from different places was clear. 

Cao Yusheng and this group of people chose to study present world methods, so they were in a different 

area. 

“Sounds good, let’s go and take a look!” Shi Hao nodded. He also wanted to see the witch, his younger 

brother Qin Hao, and others, see how they were doing. 

Chapter 1179 - Present World Method Expert 

Ever since they divided the two systems, forming different cultivation paths, Heavenly Deity Institution’s 

atmosphere became a bit different, unknowingly developing a type of competitive nature. 

It was because once they relaxed, it meant that they might be overtaken by others! 

Hong! 

Within piles of rubble, a young man had his upper body exposed, his skin a bronze color. As he breathed 

in and out, many giant rocks in his surroundings rose and fell, also pulsing along, in the end some of 

them even exploding in midair! 



This type of scene was extremely frightening. A single person’s breathing was powerful to this extent, 

making giant rocks rise and fall, really quite a rare sight in itself. 

Without a doubt, when one stepped on this path, pursuing the limits of the present world techniques, it 

was as if a lighthouse emerged in everyone’s minds, making them chase for the light ahead. 

The elders in the academy directly told them about Sacred Academy, an academy whose disciples are 

walking at the forefront of this path, proving that there was a glorious and brilliant path ahead! 

Meanwhile, these people from Heavenly Deity Institution were all exceptional individuals in the Nine 

Heavens Ten Earths, after choosing this path, now that they had old freaks to guide them, they would 

definitely advance by leaps and bounds. 

They were the most powerful experts since their youth, quick in everything they studied. Once they 

were taught something, the would immediately grasp it. 

Now, there was a brilliant and unmatched path that was proven to exist, with the knowledge of old 

freaks to guide them, so how could they fall behind? All of them wanted to soar into the sky. 

No one who could enter Heavenly Deity Institution was ordinary, all of them carrying great ambitions. 

Now that there was a chance presented before them, many people believed that when they rose up, 

they wouldn’t be weaker than those with three strands of immortal energy! 

Chi! 

At this moment, as the male sitting within the rocks breathed in and out, all of the giant rocks around 

him floated upwards, moving with his breathing, but they no longer exploded. 

The scene became even more astonishing, because there were some boulders that became red, 

ultimately melting into magma, bright red like blood as they flowed from the sky down to the earth. 

This wasn’t brought about by divine force, but was rather just a release of blood energy, yet it was 

already so powerful. One could see how great the strength of his blood was. 

“Made some progress!” He suddenly opened his eyes, two streaks of cold lightning shooting out, blood 

energy roiling, spilling out from his body, surrounding him like a great furnace. Spiritual essence surged, 

flames raging about. 

This was the embodiment of the greatest yang force, obtaining great accomplishments with his body! 

Without a doubt, after choosing to take this path, obtaining some of the predecessor’s ancient methods, 

rare books, and other things, many people really did display brilliance that they originally didn’t possess. 

Wang Yang was one of these people, in these past few months, his strength advanced greatly, his 

physical body becoming stronger and stronger. While breathing, yang energy surging! 

“Brother Wang Yang truly is a genius, during these short few months, he underwent a complete 

transformation, already completely different from his past self!” A blue clad male walked over, carrying 

a gentle smile on his face, praising like this. 



He was speaking the truth. Compared to before, Wang Yang truly did soar up, now a completely 

different person. 

“Lan Meng, you are here to watch me advance realms right? Who doesn’t know that you obtained 

completely new breakthroughs in the Heavenly Passage and Spiritual Transformation Realm, from 

nurturing creatures to nurturing deities, producing a divine core?” Wang Yang said. 

His gaze was like lightning as he stood among the rocks, his bronze-colored upper body exposed. 

“My foundation isn’t as deep as yours, cultivating from the flesh, attaching importance to the 

foundation, tempering one’s fundamentals.” Lan Meng said with a smile. He looked at the magma on 

the ground, feeling quite startled and saying, “Who knows, after a bit more time, you might be able to 

break through. When the time comes, you’ll be able to compare to Cao Yusheng.” 

“Really have to admit that some people have great luck. He came from the Three Thousand Dao 

Provinces, not a part of the Nine Heavens, yet obtained great natural luck, engraving one of the three 

great killing formations into his body. This isn’t an accomplishment an ordinary person can have.” Wang 

Yang said, light flashing past his eyes, carrying a bit of a wild and untamed feeling. 

“Nothing more than someone from the lower realm, fortunate enough to obtain an unmatched killing 

formation to engrave into his body. If we continue cultivating, he won’t be worth anything!” Lan Meng 

said, his voice carrying a bit of coldness. 

“Luck is also a type of strength. Even though he is someone from the lower realm, not belonging to the 

Nine Heavens, in the end, he still obtained natural luck and reached where he is today, not someone 

that can be looked down on.” Wang Yang said. 

Lan Meng said, “Wu, when is brother Wang Yang going to show off your skills and suppress him? The 

competition recently has been fierce, the battles unending. It is rumored that even though some of 

those from the lower realm have been subdued, there are still some who are fighting back.” 

“How many lower realms?” Wang Yang asked. 

In the eyes of those from the Nine Heavens, the Ten Earths were lower realms, being quite different 

from the creatures of the Nine Heavens above. Otherwise, there wouldn’t be the distinction of the Nine 

Heavens Ten Earths. 

“About three or four ancient lands in total, raising quite the disturbance. However, they are still no 

match for the Nine Heavens’ cultivators. I heard that the Three Thousand Dao Provinces were specially 

‘taken care’ of.” Lan Meng said with a smile. 

When Wang Yang heard this, he also smiled, his appearance profound, black hair falling down. His 

exposed chest was extremely bright, releasing radiance. “Apart from a single Cao Yusheng who is 

naturally being treated with great importance. Has he emerged from seclusion?” n))0𝗏𝔢𝗅𝒷1n 

“Good thing that Huang disappeared, or else he would definitely be a troublesome person to deal with.” 

Lan Meng said. 

“What can a dead person count as?” Wang Yang said. 



Heavenly Deity Institution’s people had long heard about Huang, after all, he cultivated three strands of 

immortal energy and was even specially mentioned by the elders. He had previously returned ten 

heavenly passages to one, something that had never been done before. However, apart from those who 

cultivate the ancient methods, those who were cultivating present world methods still didn’t know that 

Shi Hao returned, officially revealing his true body, that he was still alive! 

The general opinions of this region was clear and easy to see. Different ancient realms were clashing, 

standing against each other. The Three Thousand Dao Province produced two extraordinary people, 

walking at the very front of the present world methods, which is why they were targeted by the others. 

This was a type of competition, as well as a type of venting of their emotions! 

In another mountain region, great peaks towered about, a silver waterfall cascaded down. A gray-robed 

individual stood at the foot of the mountain, allowing the several thousand zhang tall silver waterfall to 

land on his body, not moving an inch during this process. 

The waterfall separated from his body. In his surroundings, patterns appeared one after another, these 

patterns were strange symbols from the Engravement Realm. They now truly appeared, gradually 

affecting space. 

Then, in his surroundings, fragments of time emerged, affecting even time itself. 

He didn’t deliberately display anything, these heaven and earth irregular scenes naturally produced 

when he operated the spiritual essence within him, produced on their own from the patterns engraved 

in his body. 

Hong! 

Suddenly, the several thousand zhang waterfall turned in reverse, rushing into the sky, and then there 

was a portion that disappeared, as if it poured into a different world. 

Apart from this, there was another portion of the waterfall that was wrapped around by time fragments, 

as if it had severed different parts of space. 

Engravings that affected time and space, this individual was astonishing! 

“Brother Yuan Teng, your methods are truly admirable. I believe you are going to display astonishing 

changes in the Engravement Realm! Daring to merge two strands of immortal energy into the body, and 

then purposely scattering them, this really is a bold decision!” Someone not too far out praised, a silver-

robed woman walking over. 

Yuan Teng wore gray robes, someone who had cultivated two strands of immortal energy. Recently, 

because he was going to focus on the present world method’s path, he actually purposely scattered his 

immortal energy, using it to nurture his flesh and primordial spirit, not giving himself any way out, 

advancing forward boldly. 

“Jin Yi, what have you come here for?” Yuan Teng asked. 

“Heh heh, things have been a bit chaotic recently, don’t you want to take a look? The competition is 

quite fierce you know?” The woman named Jin Yi said. 



Jin Yi’s palm shone, releasing seven-colored brilliance. That was an arrow that flickered with rainbow 

light, clearly an exceptional treasure. Hazy immortal light flowed about it. 

“An exceptional secret treasure formed from Seven-Colored Immortal Gold like this obviously is worth 

me taking action over! I never expected a wild girl from the lower realms to have this type of divine 

object on her!” Jin Yi said with a smile. 

If Shi Hao was here, he would definitely be shocked. Back then, when he was in the lower realms’ Fire 

Province prairie, the academy Feng Wu and Qing Yi were at had previously wanted to find Seven-

Colored Immortal Gold to create a magical artifact precisely for Feng Wu. It was precisely this item. 

“The lower realm does have some formidable individuals. If you recklessly take action like this, be 

careful not to incur the retaliation of strong individuals.” Yuan Teng said. 

The corners of Jin Yi’s lips curled upwards, carrying an unconcerned expression. She laughed-, saying, 

“What formidable characters can there be? The so-called Ten Crown King, Exiled Immortal are 

extraordinary indeed, but they don’t really belong to the lower realm, creatures of our Nine Heavens. 

There is a Huang, who is quite close to Feng Wu, Cao Yusheng and the others, but he already died in 

Origin Ancient Mine, is a dead person going to take action? Survival of the fittest is the main theme 

here, so the losers naturally have to offer up their secret treasures and other things. I merely injured 

her, even left her with her life, already treating her quite well.” 

This place actually permitted challenges, allowing competition, but they couldn’t kill each other. Jin Yi 

didn’t have permission to take any lives. 

“Be careful, there are still some formidable figures from the lower realm. If they are truly provoked, 

there might not be a good ending.” Yuan Teng said. 

“Didn’t I come to seek you out? We should go out and take a look together, and then take action when 

we should.” Jin Yi said with a smile. 

At this moment, two people walked over from outside of this place, a delicate and handsome youth and 

an exceptionally beautiful white clad woman, both of them carrying a type of immortal dao aura. They 

were precisely Shi Hao and Qing Yi. 

Chapter 1180 - Searching for Old Friends 

The forest was deep and secluded, mountain peaks rising and falling, cobblestone alleys winding about 

through the lush bamboo forests. The natural sounds of rivers moving through mountains had a unique 

type of peaceful feeling. 

Shi Hao and Qing Yi walked on the path. After emerging from seclusion, they directly headed to this 

place, wishing to meet some old friends. 

It was because most of the people who came from the three thousand provinces chose present world 

methods, concentrated here. 

“Your heavenly passages are already perfect, unprecedented, could be already said to be blessed by 

heavens in the present world methods. Do you not plan on continuing down this path?” Qing Yi asked, 

her pure and beautiful face extremely gentle and calm, giving one a peaceful feeling. 



“Naturally will keep going, just want to spend some time on fully researching the ancient method. Only 

by comparing both will I be able to find what I am looking for, obtain the greatest chance.” Shi Hao said. 

He cultivated three strands of immortal energy, this was something that wasn’t easy at all, almost 

paying his life as the price for obtaining them, so he naturally couldn’t just give up on them. Similarly, he 

was born in this world, so how could he abandon the present world methods? 

It was to the extent where he had the great ambition, a type of wild hope to create a brand new 

method, a type of method that belonged only to him! 

That was his path, one that was different from the rest, one that would truly allow him to transcend 

above. 

Shi Hao began to think to himself, wondering how he was going to continue. How was he going to forge 

his own unique path? 

“What’s wrong?” Qing Yi asked. 

“It’s nothing. I’m going to reunite with some old friends, so I’m naturally quite happy. They are definitely 

going to be quite surprised right, be pleasantly surprised.” Shi Hao said with a laugh, snapping out of his 

daze. 

After not meeting for a long time, some of them likely thought that he had died. After such a long time 

of not seeing him, they didn’t see him die or see his corpse. Many rumors were being spread around, all 

of them saying that Yuan Qing banished him, sending him to his death. 

Right now, it was still only those who cultivated the ancient methods who knew that he came back alive. 

“They will definitely be shocked, but there are some who definitely guessed that you are still alive, 

having confidence in you.” Qing Yi laughed, and then said, “Haven’t seen the Lunar Jade Rabbit and Feng 

Wu in a while, do miss them a bit.” 

Shi Hao was astonishing. Regardless of whether it was Yue Chan or Qing Yi, both of them were 

intelligent and aloof, normally lacking this type of young lady style, usually pure and composed. 

“Back then, in Fire Province border’s Goddess Academy, it was all thanks to Feng Wu’s care that I was 

able to calmly remain there.” Qing Yi sighed. That was a period of her life that she wouldn’t forget. 

When Shi Hao heard this, he also thought of many things, feeling like it really was quite amusing. He was 

supposed to join Goddess Academy, yet in the end was brought away by Qi Daolin, becoming Supreme 

Being Dao Rite’s disciple. 

“Since we are on this topic, me and Feng Wu have quite the unusual relationship too.” Shi Hao nodded 

and said with a smile. 

In the past, before he arrived in the Three Thousand Provinces, his primordial spirit had already visited 

Copper Sparrow Altar along the Void God Realm to fight Feng Wu, seizing victory over her at the time. 

Back then, Feng Wu wore yellow clothes, beautiful and free from vulgarity, even asking him if he was a 

monster. Even though the two fought, there was no malice between them, instead developing some 

admiration for each other. 



“Let’s go, we are already almost there.” Shi Hao said with a smile. 

“Who? Stop right there!” in the mountain, an elder spoke, guarding the mountain gate. 

During the past few days, they did not allow just anyone to enter, sealing down the mountain the entire 

time. The disciples inside were all undergoing the strictest cultivation, this place belonging to the 

geniuses who were focused on cultivating the present world methods. 

“We have seen senior previously!” The two were rather polite, not daring to act rashly. It was because 

this was an elder, a true senior expert who was guarding this place. 

Shi Hao and Qing Yi declared their purpose for coming here. 

“You all cultivate the immortal method, so you two temporarily cannot enter.” The elder frowned. 

“I am also studying the present world method, reaching the peak of the Heavenly Passage Realm. Today, 

I have also come with the desire of exchanging some pointers.” Shi Hao said. He displayed his single 

heavenly passage, light surrounding him, making him look like a war immortal! 

“It’s actually you!” It was clear that even though this elder had never met him before, he had heard of 

him. After all, no one could match him in the Heavenly Passage Realm. 

The two of them entered smoothly, no longer obstructed, because the elder here wished for a youth 

who had truly transcended above in the heavenly passage domain to be able to bring some form of 

enlightenment and opportunities for the disciples here. 

“Elder, is it possible to share some of the predecessor’s written experiences, secret methods, and other 

things with me?” Shi Hao walked out a set distance, and then suddenly turned around, asking like this. 

“There are only a few damaged methods, the true unmatched profound mysteries are in Sacred 

Academy. After all, that is the place where the ones with great accomplishments on this path are 

gathered. The top individuals here are destined to head for Sacred Academy to pursue their studies.” 

The elder said. 

Shi Hao nodded, not staying here any longer, walking into the depths of the mountain region with Qing 

Yi. 

There was a swamp here, toxic gas heavy, deathly energy devastating. However, there was someone 

cultivating here, refining their body. There was also a peach blossom forest here, formations rotating 

about, formation patterns overflowing, archaic demonic cliffs that towered into the clouds, silver 

waterfalls falling from high above. 

“The witch, Chang Gongyan, little rabbit, Cao Yusheng, Qin Hao, and the others are all inside. Do we 

need to look for them all separately?” 

Generally speaking, the group of people from the lower realm were all here, but they should have 

dispersed. 

“If you and the witch meet, are you two going to fight it out again?” Shi Hao revealed a smile that was 

also not a smile, looking at Qing Yi. 



“What do you think?” Qing Yi refused to respond directly to this question. 

“I feel like the two of you can become good sisters, and then ensnare Yue Chan together.” Shi Hao 

laughed. 

Qing Yi was speechless. 

“Yi, you are Fairy Qing Yi, didn’t you decide to cultivate the ancient method? Why did you end up here? 

Also, who is this one?” Someone appeared, recognizing Qing Yi, but not Shi Hao, because right now, his 

true body was displayed. 

“We came to see some old friends. Dao brother, do you know where Feng Wu is?” Qing Yi asked. 

That person’s expression changed slightly, saying quietly, “Her situation can’t be considered that good?” 

“What happened?” Qing Yi asked. 

“She was seriously injured by someone, having her Seven-Colored Immortal Gold Arrow seized!” After 

speaking, that person hurriedly left, as if he didn’t want to get involved in any trouble. 

“Where is Feng Wu?” Qing Yi’s brows jumped, continuing to ask. 

That person didn’t say anything, pointed towards a direction, and then walked away abruptly. 

Qing Yi’s quiet and content expression disappeared, finding it difficult to remain calm. Feng Wu treated 

her extremely well in Goddess Academy, her best friend. Right now, not only did she feel worry, she also 

looked towards Shi Hao. 

“Go, let’s take a look, see who it is that dares to take action like this!” Shi Hao said calmly. 

For some reason, when Qing Yi heard him speak, all of her fretfulness and uneasiness completely 

disappeared. It was because this youth just had that confidence, that type of boldness, able to defeat all 

opponents himself. 

Soon afterwards, news traveled around that someone wanted to find Feng Wu. Quite a few people 

along the way were shocked, pointing out the way. 

“Qing Yi returned, actually able to enter our present world method region! Is she going to take action for 

Feng Wu? I fear that she might suffer a setback!” 

Along the way, many people were alarmed, people coming out of seclusion one after another. 

There were more young men who carefully walked up, warning and telling Qing Yi out of good 

intentions that the enemy was extremely frightening, that she shouldn’t forcefully take action. 

Qing Yi’s beauty could topple cities, quite popular in Heavenly Deity Institution. That was why quite a 

few people were willing to talk to her and advise against her actions. 

News traveled out. Jin Yi and Yuan Teng by the waterfall in the distance were alarmed. 

“Heh heh, that girl came. Is she going to take action for Feng Wu since they are both from the lower 

realm?” Jin Yi laughed coldly, and then said, “Go, we should emerge from seclusion. I want to see who 

dares step foot there!” 



Along the way, there were people fighting intensely. One of them was beaten until he flew out, 

coughing out blood. 

“So intense, there are people fighting even on the road.” Shi Hao was shocked. 

“What is so special about this? It was even more intense before, battles continuing without end. Right, 

Qing Yi, quite a few of your people from the three thousand provinces are injured, so you should be 

careful.” There were more people along the way who reminded. 

Soon after, Qing Yi and Shi Hao arrived at a level mountainous region. 

Lush and green Pine Trees towered, clear springs murmuring, this place was extremely peaceful. A 

thatched cottage was situated in this pine forest. 

“Who is it?” The thatched cottage door was pushed open. A woman walked out, her complexion a bit 

yellow, not good at all, her qi and blood a bit dried up and withered. 

“Older sis Feng Wu!” Qing Yi cried out in alarm, carefully recognizing her. It was precisely her old friend, 

her vitality actually injured to this extent. 

One had to bear in mind that Feng Wu was originally extremely beautiful, her skin white like ivory, yet 

now, she was in this kind of state. 

Shi Hao also frowned. The enemy’s methods were a bit vicious. He could tell that Feng Wu had already 

rested for a period of time, yet she still ended up in this type of state, so one could imagine just how 

dangerous the confrontations of the past were, she almost lost her life. 

“It’s you all!” Feng Wu was pleasantly surprised, not expecting these two to come, especially the case 

when she saw Shi Hao, her eyes even more so becoming brilliant, laughing and saying, “Monster, you 

are still alive!” 

“Just look at what kind of shape you are in now, yet you are still in the mood to smile.” Shi Hao 

produced a drop of phoenix blood, Heavenly Deity Institution’s divine good. Back then, he had betted 

against others, winning quite a few drops, now still having some left. 

“Sigh, even though I lost this time, I’m not willing to accept this, even more so furious!” The usually 

optimistic and cheerful Feng Wu showed a wave of anger, grinding her teeth and tightly clenching her 

fists. 

“Older sis Feng Wu, who injured you to this state?” Qing Yi asked. 

“A woman named Jin Yi. She said she was only going to exchange pointers through present world 

methods, yet in the end, she used her two strands of immortal energy to seriously injure me, seizing my 

Seven-Colored Immortal Gold Arrow!” Feng Wu was furious. 

One could tell that she received the baptism of the present world methods, indeed having great 

benefits. Otherwise, why would the other person have to use immortal energy to deal the fatal blow? 

“It was actually like this!” Qing Yi was angry. 



“I just want to see who it is that dares to visit Feng Wu. Does the one I defeated want help? Is there 

anyone who dares come out and take action?” An indifferent voice sounded. 

A silver-robed woman walked over, stopping in the distance. 

Yuan Teng stood at her side. There were also a few others, this group having both men and women. 

“Jin Yi!” Feng Wu said through clenched teeth. 

“I was wondering who it was, isn’t this Qing Yi?” Jin Yi was completely calm in this situation, smiling 

indifferently. 

The woman at her side even more so swaggered over, walking in front of the thatched cottage, walking 

a few circles around Shi Hao, Qing Yi, and Feng Wu, saying with a smile, “Found two helpers, just you 

two, yet you want to get revenge?” 

“Get lost from this place, we’ll settle things in a bit.” Shi Hao said coldly. He swept his eyes towards the 

silver-robed woman, not giving the woman in front of him even a glance. Then, he gave Feng Wu the 

phoenix blood, having her take it. 

“Who are you? Who do you think you are, even daring to treat me with such disrespect!” The woman 

who walked up said coldly, incredibly arrogant. 

“Get lost!” Shi Hao directly berated, making the void shake, as if a great violet-gold hammer smashed 

down, making this woman’s complexion pale, blood flow from the corners of her lips. Her entire body 

flew outwards, smashing into a stone cliff that wasn’t too far out. 

Everyone in the surroundings was shocked. 

 


